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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Nearly two decades after independence, Mozambique is unable to produce enough
food to sustain itself. Several factors have contributed to this "food crisis. " Above all else,
Mozambique has experienced more than 15 years of violent civil war. But the war.hasnot
been the sole cause of this predicament. Various postindependence government policies have
contributed to this crisis, including the nationalization of land and the emphasis on state-sector
agriculture with the attempted creation of state-owned agricultural enterprises.

These enterprises emerged shortly after independence in response to the collapse of
the colonial agricultural sector. Eventually the government formed state-farm blocks out of
more .than2,000 abandoned Portuguese commercial and settler farms.. The government
eventually claimed approximately 109 state enterprises. By 1981, it is estimated that the
state farms covered between 350,000 and 500,000 hectares (Hanlon 1990; UREA 1990; see
also Myers and West 1993).

The.state farms were not successful-many failed to produce and others only produced
marginally. Not only were they financially unprofitable, they also incurred enormous debts,
borrowing from both the Bank of Mozambique and the Popular Development Bank to meet
operating costs and purchase inputs. The journal South African Digest estimated total debt
of the state enterprises to be approximately 75 billion meticais in 1990.

As part· of the economic recovery program, the Government of .Mozambique. has
decided to restructure or close many of the state agricultural enterprises, sell their resources,
and divest their lands. The "private" (commercial) and "family" (smallholder) .sectors have
been identified as possible recipients of (use rights to) these divestitures. In some cases,
however, the state has opted to retain rights; in other cases, it has permitted divestiture to
joint-venture companies with the state holding a share of the enterprise; and in still other
cases, the rights to land have been sold off to large private (often foreign) commercial
enterprises.

The ·Government of Mozambique,. in 1989, requested that the Land Tenure. Center
(LTC), University of Wisconsin-Madison, in collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture
(MOA), study the process of state-farm divestiture in Mozambique, with an eye toward issues
relating to security of land tenure for recipients of state-farm land and the impact of
divestiture on agricultural productivity.

As a part of the collaborative LTC/MOA project, several case studies of. state farms
undergoing divestiture have been carried out. The results of these studies have been reported
elsewhere (Myers and West 1993). In this report we focus on a specific,and· somewhat
unique, set of cases of state-farm divestiture. These farms were all located in the Limpopo
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Valley as part of the Chokwe irrigation scheme, Gaza Province. In addition to demonstrating
the process and general socio-political impact of state-farm divestiture in one province, this
report specifically illuminates the linkages between, on the one hand, land tenure security
and, on the other hand, agricultural productivity and ecological preservation. The area is
suffering from serious ecological degradation, which is a result of both natural and man-made
problems.

This study focused on processes of land· use distribution, types of land ... rights
distributed, land and water disputes, and the role of national, local, and customary authorities
in the distribution process. In addition, the study included an engineeqng appraisal of the
irrigation scheme. The scheme's fitness is directly impacting the distribution process. The
entire study was funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
in Maputo.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE CHOKWE·IRRIGATION SCHEME

Chokwe is one of the few irrigation schemes which produces food crops. The history
of land occupation in Chokwe is complex and contentious. The history illustrates along-term
process in which local people ... have· experienced .one round of land dispossession and
repossession at the hands· of .. the Portuguese, and a second. round of dispossession and
repossession at thehandsoftheFRELIMO government..·Many local people are now seeing
an opportunity to repossess· their lands, though their success in this· is problematic.

When the scheme (colonato) began operation in 1954, local inhabitants were largely
displaced by incoming Portuguese settlers. The local population was thus forced to move off
the land, with a few receiving some compensation for their loss. A small. number of
Mozambicans were allowed into the scheme with the same rights as the settlers, and many
others were allowed into the scheme with inferior rights to the Portuguese settlers.

After independence, many local people felt that they had won the right to reoccupy
the land in the scheme. The reoccupation came to an abrupt halt in 1977, .when the
government, responding toa flood in the Limpopo River Valley, forcibly moved people into
existing villages on higher ground. However, this opportunity was used by· the state to take
over the irrigation scheme .and collectivize agriculture. The "abandoned area" was
consolidated under the control of one single state enterprise, CAlL (Complexo Agro-Industrial
do Vale do Limpopo). The land rights of local farmers who had maintained rights in the area
during the colonial period, or those who had been allowed into the scheme as full or limited
users, were withdrawn by the state. They were forced either to work as wage-laborers on
the state enterprise lands or to leave the area.

The combination of. an unmotivated work force, poor management, and a.lackof
technical skills and resources led to serious fmancial problems and a collapse in production
by the early 1980s. Asa result, in 1983/1984, CAILwas divided up into 10 new state
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enterprises..These farms took control of approximately 1,500 hectares each. · Use rights to
the remaining area, some 10,000 hectares, were distributed to smallholders (family sector)
and. larger commercial farmers (private sector).

After an. initial surge in production,. the new state farms again began a .steady decline
• into indebtedness and low production levels. As state-farm land went out of production

through the mid-1980s, rights to use these areas were distributed· to other smallholders and
commercial. farmers. Whether these were permanent rights or other intended prerogatives
still requires clarification.

By early 1991, four state farms were technically bankrupt and were recommended for
liquidation. This led to a new and larger wave of state-farm divestiture and to land use rights
being allocated to "family" and "private" farmers. Guidelines for giving out such use rights
were drawn up by the central government (that is, the Ministry of Agriculture) and formally
issued by the provincial governor in August 1991. By late 1991, it was clear that the
remaining state-farm units were also in trouble, and bank credits were suspended .to all but
the Chilembene state farm. The government ordered the distribution of use rights to large
areas. of state-farm land to smallholders and commercial farmers.

Recent distributions took place in November 1991, after the planting season started,
and in August 1992; they were not subject to previous formal directives. .The state-farm
officers and the local party committee continue to influence the distribution. and use of state
farm lands. Many of these officials state that they are waiting for new. funding from the
government or banks so they can reacquire the state-farm land and resume operations. The
future of land already allocated, and of the remaining state-farm lands, is unclear (see·Myers
and West 1993).

DIVESTITURE OFSTATE-FARM LAND IN CHOKWE

Throughout the several stages of divestiture, two separate distribution processes
emerged. In one category, those classified as "privates" negotiated directly with the director
of the state farm or, in the case of large commercial enterprises such as LOMACO,SEMOC
(parastatal seed company), and JFS, with the central government. In the other category,
those classified as family sector farmers were required to participate in a selection process!
organized by a commission composed of the state-farm director and members of the executive
council and SIREMO.

"Capacity to farm" became the de facto criterion to determine those eligible to receive
land in the private sector. Capacity to farm correlated to wealth, status,and/or political or
family connections. It did not necessarily correlate to persons best equipped to farm or to
those most likely to invest in their holdings. It appears that some of the best land-classified
as private sector land-went to people organizing the distribution process.
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The directive from the provincial government for the November 1991 distribution of
land provided. only one guideline-that land should be allocated through·a raffle process. In
reality, however, the procedure was quite different. As stated,private farmers negotiated
directly with the state-farm directors. Only in the case of Conhane was a lottery devised for
the family sector, and this resulted in a sufficient number·of problems to cause reorganization
of the lottery three different times. In the cases of Chilembeneand Massavasse, 'commissions
formed by the executive councils, SIREMO, and the state-farm director drew up lists and
allocated land directly to those whom they thought should receive it. Recipientsincluded
family farmers' living in the region, workers from the state farms, and, in some cases,ex
colonos and "private sector farmers."

The land rights which have been distributed are not uniform and, in most cases,
remain unclear. Those receiving land distributed in 1983/84, in both the "private" and the
"family" sector, believe that they have permanent rights. Smallholders'receiving land in the
1991/92 distributions have· much weaker land rights.

In all cases there is a clear difference between expectations and intentions. This gap
has resulted in insecurity of land tenure rights. This insecurity is leading to underinvestment,
land and water conflicts, and ecological degradation. The types of conflicts identified in the
area include: (1) disputes over land (area, access, and rights); .(2) disputes. over water (access
and quantity); (3) disputes over boundaries and illegal occupation; and (4) disputes generated
by broken contracts, indebtedness,and insufficient and insecure grazing areas for cattle.

Ecological damage in the scheme is. particularly severe. Land concentration, land
fragmentation, improper management of cattle, and· poor management and lack of
maintenance of the irrigation scheme, particularly of the drainage canals,are all contributing
to ecological degradation. Waterlogging and salinity of.soils are major problems in the
scheme and, if not addressed immediately, will lead to disastrous consequences. When
possible, farmers reuse water resources' by pumping water from the drainage canals, thus
increasing the salinity of their soils. This most likely will lead to rapid degradation and
eventually result in sterile land. Another environmental concern relates· to the widespread
deforestation that has taken place in the Limpopo Valley. It is argued that this is contributing
to the current drought in the. area. Many of these problems are a direct result of the way that
land has been distributed and the types of use rights that have been granted in the scheme.

The deterioration of the scheme will continue unless technical and social constraints
are addressed. The most important social issue to be considered is security of land tenure.
Many farmers have been granted land-use rights for only a short period of time, and it is
clear that the government can reacquire land rights whenever it·chooses ·to do so. The status
of the state farms is unclear: .·,Will they resumeoperations.·and recover their lands? Will
family sector farmers lose their land in another distribution to private sector farmers,
displaced people, and/or demobilized troops? As long as all farmers have insecure tenure
rights, it will be impossible to expect them to contribute significantly to the maintenance of
the irrigation system, to invest in their lands, and to produce for the market.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The· following conclusions are. relevant to Chokwe as well as to other· cases ·of
divestiture occurring elsewhere in Mozambique [for a more detailed discussion, see Myers
and West (1993)]. Many of the recommendations are also relevant beyond the boundaries
of the irrigation scheme.

The process of •divestiture of the state-farm sector is moving forward· despite ·the
absence of clear central government directives. Provincial-, district-, and .locality-Ievel
officials are taking action with regard to divestiture based upon the unapproved recommenda
tions ... made by various departments within the central government. This is leading to
confusion, conflict, and mismanagement of resources. In addition, it is encouraging land
grabbing. Security. of land tenure is weak, undermining investment. and, consequently
agricultural, productivity.

In the absence of a clear legal framework for the divestiture of land, the. rights of
current occupants also remain in question. Smallholders have been largely excluded from the
divestiture process and are being displaced.

The following social and technical recommendations have been presented·· to the
government.

(1) Clarify the status of land rights already distributed-that is, permanent
or temporary-and the nature of the rights allocated.

(2) Clarify the future of the state farms: Are state farms being divested or
revitalized?

(3) Determine how best to establish a national body, with localrepresenta
tion, to create security of land tenure. The land body would fulfill
three functions:

(a) defining how and by whom future land allocation should. be
conducted;

(b) determining land policy and future legislation; and
(c) collaborating with and advising the juridical. system on land

conflict resolution.

(4) Replace the private/family sector distinction with a broader classifica
tion based on farm size and management type to reduce· the unwarrant
ed bias toward the current 'private sector' when targeting assistance.
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(5) Investigate how best to encourage irrigation users' associations to
collaborate with SIREMO, and determine their respective roles and
responsibilities vis-a.-vis the irrigation system.

(6) Assess the danger of land fragmentation and.the risk of creating large
numbers of nonviable small production units. Determine the minimum
practical holding size for production in the scheme, and prohibit
distribution of land below this level.

•

(7) Consider the development of some form of marketable land use rights.
Investment in and ecological protection of the area may be highly
dependent on full and secure use· rights. Current legislation presents
no major obstacles to the most important tasks of clarifying the nature
of rights being granted and giving local farmers more secure rights
over the land they have received. It does, however, present obstacles
to farmers receiving long-term, permanent, secure land rights and,
consequently, will need to be reviewed.

(8) The irrigation scheme is well designed and constructed, still has
significant productive capacity, and warrants limited rehabilitation.
Priorities are:

(a) removing sediment and weeds from primary· and secondary
canals;

(b) making drainage systems operational;. and
(c) repairing control sluices at main and secondary canal diver

sions.

(9) Rehabilitation. must be combined with. the establishment of long-term
institutional capacity (for maintenance) at both central and local
community levels.

(10) Given soil quality (heavy clay soils) and topography (flat surface),
irrigation needs to be carefully managed to avoid further loss of lands
to salinity.

(11) Ground water levels have risen significantly: Soil salinity must be
investigated an.d recommendations made for improved drainage.

(12) Massive deforestation has occurred, .contributing to declining rainfall.
Reforestation/tree planting initiatives are required.

(13) Decentralize management of and access to irrigation water.

xiv



I. INTRODUCTION

The Ministry ·of Agriculture (MOA), Government of .Mozambique (GRM), .in
conjunction with the Land Tenure Center (LTC), University of Wisconsin-Madison, initiated
a study of the. organizational, technical,and socio-Iegalproblems associated with the
divestiture of use rights to state.-farm lands in the Chokwe irrigation scheme, Gaza Province.

The study focused on processes of land use distribution, types .of land· rights
distributed, land and water disputes, and the role of national, local, and customary authorities
in the distribution process. In addition, the study included an engineering appraisal of the
irrigation scheme to determine its fitness, which will directly impact the distribution process.
The specific terms of reference are noted below. This study was funded by the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID).

The Chokwe study is one component in a larger research program designed to support
the government's efforts to restructure and divest state farms by studying state-farm
divestiture and recommending ways in which policy may be developed to. minimize disputes

divested land .and enhance security of tenure for its recipients. It is believed that this
lead to a more productive use of the former state-farm lands. The research program is

administered by the Land Tenure Center and funded under the USAID/GRM private sector
support program.

Divestiture of state-farm land is at the center of the debate on land policy in
Mozambique. State-farm land may provide both short- and long-term solutions to problems
of agricultural productivity, food security,· regional land scarcity, and resettlement of refugees
and demobilized troops. Divestiture has been occurring in the Chokwe irrigation scheme
since 1983, when the huge agro-industrial complex, CAlL (Complexo Agro-Industrial do Vale
do Limpopo),· was ·dismantled and divided into ten separate state enterprises.

At that time, land that was not part of the state farms· was divested to small-scale
"family" (smallholder) farmers and larger-scale "private" (commercial) farmers. Pressure
to provide land to land-hungry farmers was only marginally reduced. Pressure has increased
in the last few years, coinciding with the financial collapse of the state farms in 1990. As
a· result,. the Ministry of Agriculture has permitted the distribution of land on a temporary
basis since in 1991.

The specific terms of reference for the study of divestiture in Chokwe, as· proposed
in 1991, were:
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(1) Assess issues of land use rights sought in Chokwe by various groups, such as
former owners of the divested lands, workers from the former state farms,
displaced persons, and original residents.

(2) Examine questions relating. to the. disposition of both land and nonland assets
of the state farms. These include, for example, accumulated bank debt of the
farms and infrastructure or· equipment.

(3) Analyze organizational and management issues, including technical issues of
water management in the irrigated areas, ·to· identify support required for
beneficiaries of divestiture, such as creditor extension services.

(4) Recommend actions that can betaken immediately to help rationalize past and
forthcoming divestiture in theChokwe area. Identify legal, financial, and
technical problems which require· further .. analysis and which should be
addressed to enhance the productive· and financial impact of state-farm
divestiture.

A fifth objective was added in 1992 by the Land .Tenure Center research team in Mozam
bique:

(5) Assess the land use rights which have been granted. Specifically: Who is
granting land rights to whom, and what rights are being granted? What is the
methodology of distribution? What is the impact of this distribution on land
and water use, land security, land conflicts,. and agricultural productivity?

With these terms of reference in mind, the MOA/LTC research program identified
three state farms in the irrigated scheme for study: Massavasse, Conhane,· and Chilembene.
The resident LTC research team, consisting of two Mozambican research investigators, a land
tenure specialist, and a research assistant, visited these. farms on four occasions from
February to April 19921 in order to develop working hypotheses for later testing by more
intensive study.

In May 1992, the resident research team was joined by two expatriate consultants (a
sociologist and an irrigation engineer) and a Mozambican jurist. The full team assembled in
Maputo to begin an intensive three-week study of the Chokwe·.scheme. During this session
the team gathered additional data and conducted interviews with individuals who have specific
knowledge of the irrigation •scheme.

The team then moved·. to Chokwe, wherefor five days it conducted interviews with
local officials, farmers, displaced people, and other persons .with knowledge of,. and
experience with, the irrigation scheme and local agriculture..This second round of field visits

1. A brief follow-up visit was made in October 1992.
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also allowed the irrigation engineer to discuss the system with SIREMO (Sistema do Regadio
~ Eduardo Mondlane-a state-owned enterprise charged with management and maintenance of

the program's infrastructure and distribution of water) personnel and other officials,and carry
out a rapid appraisal of the most important elements of the system, from the diversion weir
in Macarretane to the end of many tertiary canal and drainage structures.

In both field phases, the research sought to elicit information on:

(a) the criteria used to determine who received rights to land;

(b) the mechanics of the land distribution process in each area;

(c) who carried ou~ the distribution;

(d) what types of land rights were granted;

(e) problems affecting the distribution;

(t) the role of SIREMO and other bodies in the distribution process;

(g) what types· of land conflicts have emerged as a result of the distribution
process and other socioeconomic factors; and

(h) the role, if any, of local community or customary leaders in both distribution
and conflict resolution processes.

This report presents the overall findings of this research exercise. It begins with an
account of the history of land occupation in the Chokwe area, identifying two parallel
processes consisting, first, of the formal story of irrigation projects and land enclosures and,
second,of the sociological cycles whereby local people have lost and repossessed their land.
This ·is followed by a brief description of the physical aspects of the project area and its
demographic composition. The focus is on long-term .rainfall and river-flow data, •• together
with the dramatic impact locally of the influx of massive numbers of displaced persons
(deslocados)·seeking safety in the Zimbabwean-guarded Limpopo railway corridor.

A synopsis of field methodology precedes a detailed discussion offield findings. The
latter is divided into two sections, the first dealing with the technical side of the irrigation
system-viability, .suitability for rehabilitation-and the second discussing particulars of the
land divestiture process--criteria applied, mechanisms used, social and economic impact, and
legal aspects.

The research. issues rai~ed are brought together in a concluding chapter with.a set of
suggestions intended for Chokwe itself and a collection of wider recommendations aimed at
the countrywide land question in Mozambique.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. THE EVOLUTION OF LAND OCCUPATION IN CHOKWE

The history .of land occupation in Chokwe2 can be seen in terms •of two parallel
processes (figure 1). On one side the formal steps are displayed, beginning with the building
of the irrigation scheme (the Colonato da Vale do Rio Limpopo) by the Portuguese in 1954,
'followed by the collectivization of colonato land under FRELIMO to become the Complexo
Agro-Industrial do Limpopo (CAlL), the breakup of CAlL in 1983/84, and the distribution
of state-farm land to private and family farms in November 1991.

FIGURE 1

Land occupation in Chokwe: two parallel processes

THE FORMAL PROCESS

pre-1950 customary ownership

1954 colonato: settlers arrive; some local
people on "probation"; others "com
pensated tt and moved out

1975 colonato continues as SIREMO: set
tlers leave, influx of "Mozambican"
peasants

1977 collectivization (CAlL): socialist
agriculture to create new classless
society

1983-84 4th Congress: CAlL split into 7 state
farms, private, family units

1987-91 structural adjustment: failure of state
farms, large areas go to private and
family sectors

THE REAL PROCESS

customary ownership

fIrst dispossession: local people
have land· taken from them

reoccupation ofland lost toPor
tuguese (rights won •back through
the Luta Armada)

second dispossession: regained
land lost to state, wage dependen
cy replaces integrated subsistence
strategy/mine wages

local rights emerge again but still
with strong state control

new land use rights seen.by •locals
as first step back.to.full owner
ship and local control of land

2. See also Bowen (1988); Hermele (1988); and Wardman (1985).
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On the other side, longer-term sociological workings operate as local people experience
two cycles of land dispossession and repossession-first, at the hands of the Portuguese, and
second, at the hands of the FRELIMOgovernment during collectivisation. At the end of the
second cycle, these people are now poised with a tentative foothold back on their land.

The mode of subsistence of the local .. population and the relations of production
determining how they work their land have also undergone major changes. The structure of
land occupation has changed radically and is·now·undergoing a further realignment within the
framework of a new, individualistic form· of land occupation. Together,· these phenomena
affect class formation, future socio-political organization, and, by extension, land access and
land tenure issues.

Boththe formal and the "real" processes begin before thecolonato, when the Chokwe
area was occupied by a number of clans and lineages from the Shangaanethnic group. The
Shangaan allocated land through a central authority figure or land chief.3 The land chief
allocated parcels of different types-riverside and dryland areas, grazing land-·to. local
lineages or extended .families as ·well·as to newcomers ·who wanted to settle in the area.

Capacity to farm and family needs determined the area allocated, the former being a
function of the number of a man's wives and married sons (labor) and whether or not he had'
other means of production (such as oxen and plows) .. These in tum reflected income from
outside, notably cash wages earned in South African· mines.

Once allocated, usufruct rights to land stayed within the family group and were passed
on patrilinearly. The youngest son apparently inherited the father's land (ultimogeniture),
while his elder brothers, on·marrying, would have received new land in their own right from
the land chief. In common.withother customary systems, it is likely that once land was
allocated, the land chief served mainly to· legitimate the existing pattern of land distribution
and to resolve disputes over ownership whenever these arose.

1. THE COWNATO

The colonato began in 1954, based on a design prepared earlier in the century by the
Portuguese engineer, Trigo de Morais. The new irrigation scheme had definite economic and
political objectives. It aimed to ·raise national· rice production and reduce dependence on
imported staples from neighboring countries, and to reinforce Portuguese occupation of Gaza
by bringing in several hundred poor peasant families (colonos) from Portugal to work the land.

Each settler received 4 hectares of irrigated land, 24 hectares of drypastureland, and
living quarters in one of the newly built villages or aldeias. If the settler had more than 3

3. In the absence of detailed ethnographic data, this section is pieced together from interviews with
older farmers whose families have long ties with the region. It is indicative only, anticipating detailed
anthropological research in the future.
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children, slhe received an additional irrigated hectare per child, up to a maximum of 10
hectares. Most settlers', depended upon '. technical and mechanical inputs provided by the
colonato central management, the Brigada Tecnica da Vale do Limpopo.

A few Mozambicans were allowed in as full colonos though they'.received'less land
than the Portuguese, while other Mozambicans entered on a "probationary" basis. These trial
Mozambicans initially received only 2 hectares of irrigated land and 8hectares.of dryland,
but .could. progress to full colona status and, get more land' once they had achieved
"assimilated" (assimilado) status by passing certain economic and social hurdles.

The limited space, of course, meant that the majority of local families could'not or
would not join and were obliged to move off the land now taken up by the irrigation scheme.
They apparently' received" some compensation for possessions lost and assistance with
relocation to areas outside the immediate colonato area.

Both full colonos and probationers had to repay start-up loans to the government,
paying, respectively, 1/6 and 1/10 of their output every year, which was marketed through
the colonato management. The small plot sizes made repayment virtually impossible, and even
when the maximum area was raised to' 20 hectares for Portuguese families and 10 hectares
for •Mozambicans, repayment was still difficult.

Thebrigadamanagement also exercised considerable social control over colonos,
which, if ignored, ·.could lead to farmers' losing their land and being expelled from the scheme.
In effect, both Portuguese and Mozambican colonos were contract laborers, disguised as small
family' farmers, and subject to strong central control and sanctions.

The number of Portuguese settlers peaked at 1,146 in 1968, but harsh conditions
prompted many settlers to return to Portugal. There were 968 white colonos in 1974,. but the
number dropped.to,730 a year later at independence. By contrast, the number of assimilados
had risen, to around 450, and other Mozambican families wet;e clamoring to become
probationarycolonos.

2. 1975 TO 1983

By 1974, there were nearly 3,000 probationary and assimilado Mozambican colonos,
and by 1976 the number had grown to around 6,000. Central control by the now Mozam
bican-run brigada continued under its new name, Sistema do Regadio Eduardo. Mondlane
(SIREMO). 'Many other households from the surrounding region still expected to gain access
to land within the irrigation system or regadio. Local people, feeling that they had won the
luta, also felt that they had won back their right to occupy and control the land they had lost
to the Portuguese.

This rapid occupation of the colonato by its former owners came to an abrupt halt with
the 'floods in 1977. 'PRELIMO moved all the population off the lands and into the existing
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villages (aldeias) on the pretext of averting a natural disaster. This was, however, the start
of the collectivization of agriculture in Chokwe, and, with the farmers out of the way, the
now abandoned farms were consolidated under the single occupancy of a single state
enterprise, the Complexo Agro-Industrial do Vale do Limpopo (CAlL).

At its peak, CAlL covered over 26,000 hectares, including land outside the irrigation
system. It incorporated both the agricultural crop- and meat-processing sides of the previous
system under one huge state enterprise. Previous colono.farmers were obliged either to work
as wage laborers or to leave the area, creating resentment and· .affecting morale. The
combination of an unmotivated work force, poor management, and lack of technical skills and
resources led to serious financial problems and a collapse in production by the early 1980s.

This pattern was repeated across. Mozambique,and, •in its Fourth Party Congress in
1983, FRELIMO abandoned the policy of giant state farms and permitted a limited role for
"family" (smallholder) and "private" (commercial) sector agriculture. Vast enterprises like
CAlL were broken up into smaller state farms, though these were also relatively large units
and were still subject to centrally planned production and management. Land not occupied
by the new state farms was then distributed to people with the.means to begin farming on their
own account.

3. 1983 TO THE PRESENT DAY

In 1984, CAlL was divided into ten state enterprises,which included three factories
processing pork, dairy products, and rice. Studies at the time recommended an ideal state
farm size of between 1,500 and 2,000 hectares. ·Seven farms were set up, with headquarters
in seven of thealdeias. Remaining land, some 10,000 hectares in all, was then "distributed"
to individual small farmers and others.

After an initial surge in production, the new state farms again·began a steady decline
into indebtedness and falling production levels. As land went out of production through the
mid-1980s, rights to use these areas were distributed among other family and private·farms.
Whether these were permanent rights or not still requires clarification.

The new Economic Rehabilitation Program .• (pRE,Programa de Reabilita~ao

EconOmica) in 1987 introduced strict fiscal and public-spending controls and was thus the
beginning of the end for the state farms. The PRE .also led to the first large joint-venture
firms in the area. LONHRO, as its Mozambican subsidiary LOMACO, was granted 2,000
hectares outside the original colonato scheme but draws water from the system, while SEMOC
took over an old state farm previously producing seed stocks. < These were later joined by a
Portuguese-funded operation,JFS (Joao Ferreira dosSantos), producing cotton on some 1,600
hectares.

By early 1991, four state farms were technically bankrupt and were recommended for
liquidation (GRM 1991a). This lead to a new and larger wave of state-farm divestiture and
land-use rights being allocated to family and private farmers. Guidelines were drawn up by
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the central· government and formally issued by the provincial governor in August 1991 (GPG
1991a).

By late 1991, it was clear that the remaining units were. also in trouble, and bank
production credits were suspended to all but the Chilembene State Farm. With mounting
pressure from a local population which was greatly swollen by war refugees (des10cados) and
aware that large areas of state-farm land would remain unused, govemmentorders were rushed
through to distribute use rights over large areas of state-farm land to family and private sector
farmers.

Recent "distributions" which took place in November 1991 and August 1992 were not
subject to previous formal directives. In some areas, reallocation has been completed; in
others, state farms hang on to significant areas in the hopes that new funding will appear .and
they can remain in production.4 The future of land already allocated and the remaining state
farm lands ·is unclear.

B. THE PROJECT AREA

1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Chokwe is in the densely populated southern region ofGaza Province, bordering
Maputo Province to the south. It is on the southern bank of the Limpopo River, 120
kilometers from the provincial capital, Xai-Xai.

Soils are of good quality historically, after centuries of accumulation of alluvial and
ffi.arine deposits through cyclical floods. They are mostly heavy clay, with some areas of
medium clay and lighter soils at the upper end of the system by the main diversion .weir. The

In·arecent.follow-up visit to Chokwe in November 1992, we discovered that all the state farms
in Chokwe were bankrupt, were. no longer receiving financing, and were "closed." However, two
state-farm directors stated that their farms were not closed, only bankrupt, and that with new funding
they would resume operations. The implication is that they can reacquire land rights at any time they
choose.

At the time of this visit, the farms of Mapapa, Conhane, Massavasse, Hokwe, Chilembene,·'
and Nwachicoluane had reportedly divested all of their lands.

Between the time of this study in April 1992 and the .follow-up visit in November 1992,
Chilembene, .Massavasse, and Conhane had organized new land distributions. Massavasse had
recovered all of the land previously distributed and redivested it. Many people who had formerly held
land were forced to move, or lost parts of their holdings. In Conhane and Chilembene,. the· farms
reduced the holdings of some who had previously received land and distributed new lands to larger
holders. In each case state-farm directors said that the minimum holding had. been increased to.· 1
hectare. The observations from the follow-up visit have not been assimilated into this report, though
they appear elsewhere (see Myers and West 1993). The most recent observations do not affect the
conclusions or recommendations made in this report.
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impact of the irrigation system is, however, .creating a serious salinization problem (see section
4). The state farm of Nwachicoluane, for example, reports that 55 percent of its land area
is unusable, with continuing losses of around 50 hectares of land per year (GRM 1991a).

Abundant water is essential for intensive rice production,which the irrigation scheme
was designed to support. The region is one·of.the·driest·in.the country, however, and water
from the Limpopo, drawn either directly from the river or through the irrigation system,
constitutes the only water supply other than direct precipitation.

Average annual rainfall is 589 millimeters over the period 1969 to 1991 and is normally
concentrated in one rainy season between November and. March. Records show that rainfall
is declining over the long term and is becoming less reliable (figure 2). River-water flow,
on the other hand, depends on rainfall over catchment areas far upstream in neighboring
countries. While they are therefore difficult to predict, •river flows could be more reliable
over the long term.

FIGURE 2

Chokwe District: rainfall, 1969 to 1991

CHOKWE DISTRICT, RAINFALL 1969 -1991
ANNUAL AND 3-YEAR RUNNING MEANS

190 Percentale .01 Lone Term Yean

1970 1975

~ Annual total

Source: I'.Btaoao A.,raria. de Chokwe

1960 1965

---- Rwm.i.nI mean (3· yrs)

1990

Available river data do show a drought and flood cycle reflecting rainfall data (SIRE
MO; Joao Mosca 1993: personal communication). On this basis, the running mean of rainfall
data point to a new flood cycle in the early 1990s.. Meanwhile, deforestation and other
ecological factors across the· whole southern African region will reinforce a downward,
irregular, long-term rainfall trend.
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Overall, the data indicate an even greater dependence on river-fed irrigationin the long
term. To emphasize the point, Chokwe is now caught in a serious drought which extends into
neighboring countries.. There is very little water in the river and practically none entering
the primary .canal of the irrigation system.

Control and storage ofriver water during good years is essential for effective irrigation,
and the storage dam at Massingir was constructed in the 1970s precisely to even out the effects
of flood and drought on downstream irrigated agriculture. Stored water from previous years
is unavailable, however, due to construction faults at Massingir. The dam can hold reserves
only well below its intended capacity of 1,000 million cubic meters (table 1). Sources in
Chokwe also suggest that water is sometimes released unnecessarily due to poor management
and overreaction to rising water levels. Dead fish are said to be blocking the outlet pipes,
adding to earlier conclusions that the dam cannot meet .downstream irrigation needs (Joao
Mosca 1993: personal communication).

TABLE 1

Massingir Dam: mean monthly water data, 1980/81 to 1986/87
(mm3

)

Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jon JuI Aug· TotalI
Inflow 25.3 25.7 99.0 52.2 180.9 204.8 97.6 65.5 53.2 31.5 23.8 19.3 878.6

Outflow 53.5 73.4 83.8 93.4 86.0 121.3 107.5 67.4 66.2 43.5 40.9 44.1 881.6

Gain -28.2 -47.7 15.2 -41.2 94.9 83.5 -9.7 -1.9 -13.0 -12.0 -17.1 -24.8 -2.8

Total
volume 500.0 431.9 421.3 340.5 435.4 515.9 501.8 507.6 495.0 478.1 462.2 435.4
stored

Source: Joao Mosca 1993: personal·communicatioD, using data from ·SIREMO
monthly and annual reports.

Floods in the late 1970s played an important role in the collectivization process.. The
same cycle of drought and flood is again affecting the land question. While a good 1990/91
harvest was achieved, above planned levels, the 1991/92 harvest has been severely influenced
by the current drought.

To some extent,questions regarding land distribution have been superseded by concerns
over the collapse in production and the resulting threat to food security of the population.
This is said by some officials to have taken some ofthe heat out of the land debate and related
conflicts on the ground. Thus, while state farms were finally forced out of business by the
extreme conditions, the impossibility of producing anything in 1992 has dampened the land
issue for the time being. Once rains return and land regains its usefulness, this will quickly
change.
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2. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

In 1980, the population of Chokwe was estimated by the census to be 117,000 people
or 25,000 households. Population growth since 1980 reflects theinflux of people displaced
by the war (deslocados), which easily outweighs any out-migration. It is likely that the
population around Chokwe itself has doubled since 1988. Emergency Commission data for
1991 show that there were 33,300 deslocados in 6 of the aldeiasaround Chokwe, up from
some 19,000 in 1988. There are many more people in and around Chokwe itself, though data
are not available. The data taken together suggest a possible 1991 total population of 300,000
(table 2).

TABLE 2

Estimated total population,
Chokwe, 1980 to 1991

YEAR

1980a
1985b

1986b

1988b

1989b

1991c

POPULATION

117,128
120,950
125,124
140,512
242,157
300,000

Source: a. 1980 Census.
b. District records.
c. District and Emergency Commission

records.

Average household size. is around 6 persons,· though this average hides a wide range
of household types and compositions. Out-migration of younger men to South African mining
areas has created a long tradition of de facto woman-headed households. Migration to the
south has dropped off considerably due to sanctions and. other pressures imposed by South
Africa, causing additional problems with declining household incomes and underemployment.

As for ethnic origin, most residents are Shangaan, though people from other regions
have come in over the years •• to work the regadio. Deslocados are also from other districts
in the province where Shangaan predominate. There are significant numbers of descendants
from original pre-colonatoand .. colonatofamilies.Very ·few of the original Portuguese
population remain, though there are many families of mixed origin dating from the colonato
period.
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m.· .METHODOLOGY

A. FmLDLOCATIONS AND INTERVIEWS

Preparatory work for this report covered two distinct periods. In the first phase,
secondary •data was collected in Maputo and. interviews.were made of govemmentofficials
and. other parties involved with the land issue in Chokwe. The resident. research .team then
made fOUf separate visits to Chokwe, during which the aldeias ofChilembene, Conhane, and
Massavasse were selected for further study. This choice was made on the grounds that each
village represented important variations in the dis~bution process. In Chokwe and in the
selected study areas, district, SIREMO, state-farm, and local officials were interviewed, and
meetings were held with Lutheran and French nongovernmental organization (NGO) field
officers. A limited number of interviews were also conducted with farmers and deslocados.

In the second phase of research, additional secondary data were collected in Maputo
and a second round of field· visits were made. This time, the resident research team was
accompanied by two consultants: a sociologist with experience in land tenure and rural
development issues in Mozambique and other Lusophone African countries; and an irrigation
engineer from Colorado State University, United States, with irrigation project experience in
many parts of the world.

In both field phases, the research sought to elicit information on the following factors:

(a)

(b)

(c)

/.d.• )\,

(t)

(g)

(h)

the criteria used to determine who received rights to land;

the mechanics of the land distribution process in each area;
who carried out the distribution;

what types of land rights were granted;
problems affecting the distribution;

the role of SIREMOand other bodies in the distribution;

what types of land conflicts have emerged as a result of the distribution process
and other socioeconomic considerations; and

the role, if any, of local community or customary leaders in both distribution
and conflict resolution.

In the second round of field visits, the irrigation engineer was able to evaluate and
speak with SIREMO officials and other administrators. He carried out a.rapid appraisal. of
the most important elements of the system.

From a variety of sources in Chokwe, secondary data were collected on: rainfall and
river measurements; population totals (resident and deslocado); agricultural production (for
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the district as a whole and for various other state and joint-venture enterprises; and livestock
numbers.

B. INITIAL HYPOTHESES AND SECOND-ROUND OBJECTIVES

The first field trips, the research, and· the meetings in Maputo produced several initial
hypotheses to be tested:

(1) The Chokwe irrigation scheme is poorly designed, is in a bad state of repair,
and is beyond rehabilitation. This in turn affects the distribution process and
the range of possible solutions to the twin problems of land conflict and
insecure tenure relations in· the area.

(2) Land rights are insecure and. the distribution process is unclear.

(3) Land grabbing (legal or illegal) is occurring, thus undermining government
objectives of recovering the financial losses suffered by the state farms and
satisfying the needs of the land-hungry private farmers.

In addition, the research team sought to clarify whether or not .there .were any
documents issued during the land distribution process and to establish.how conflict resolution
procedures worked. Special attention was given to obtaining as much information as possible
about the per-colonato customary land-allocation system, the relevance and strength of any
surviving social norms and customs, and the present standing of customary leaders within the
community.

. Further work was carried. out in Maputo to establish the overall financial status of the
statefanns and to provide an· overview of current legislation governing the use and allocation
of land in Mozambique today.
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IV. IRRIGATION AND FARM SYSTEM APPRAISAL

A. APPRAISAL

1. BACKGROUND AND SETTING

The Chokwe irrigation scheme· is the largest in Mozambique, dating back. to plans
initially drawn up in the 1920s to irrigate the Limpopo Valley and settl~ white Portuguese
families. It was constructed in the early 1950s, and the first ten Portuguese settlers· arrived
in 1954.

A diversion weir (Macarretane weir) on the Limpopo River deflects part ofthe stream
flow which is then conveyed by gravity through open channels to the agricultural lands. The
irrigated area of the scheme was designed to be about 33,000 hectares, but actual irrigated
area is reported to be about 27,000 hectares. The designed diversion into the main canal is
about 43 cubic meters per second.

Rainfall in the valley is low and irregular,producing an unreliable water supply for
the irrigation scheme. The yearly average rainfall is about 600 millimeters,but it has varied
over the last· three years from a low of 245. millimeters to a high of 576 millimeters (see figure
2,. above, p. 10). In the mid-1970s, to offset the effect of irregular rainfall and river flow,
the Massingir storage dam was built upstream of the diversion weir on the ElephantesRiver,
a tributary of the Limpopo.

The designed. storage capacity of the Massingir Dam is 1,000 million cubic meters,
which equals approximately two years of irrigation water use. Actual storage has never
exceeded 500 million cubic meters due to construction faults (see table 1, p. II). With the
valley presently experiencing an extreme drought, there is little water in the dam and.no water
can be diverted into the main canal because of the river's low water· level.

The irrigation scheme, popularly known as the regadio, is centrally managed by an
autonomous state agency, SIREMO, which is itself a state-owned enterprise. SIREMO is
responsible for water conveyance in the main, secondary, and tertiary canals and .its
distribution to various users.in tertiary blocks. Each tertiary block, 16 hectares in size, is
subdivided in farm units of 1 hectare, the minimum farm size which can get water directly
from the tertiary channel.

SIREMO ·is also responsible for system maintenance from the main canal diversion
all the way to tertiary turnouts. There are no water users' associations to share the operation
an.d maintenance accountability. For the services rendered in 1991, SIREMO charged a yearly
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water fee of MTS150,()()()5 per hectare. Farmers are reluctant to pay the fee, arguing that
it is too high for the quality of irrigation service. SIREMO maintains that the fee is too low,
illustrated by the fact that the amount collected for the year 1991 barely paid one month of
SIREMO staff salaries in Chokwe.

2. LANDOWNERSHIP AND CROPPING PATTERNS

The history of land occupation in the Chokwe area is described in section 2.· Here it
is important to note the impact of changes on the landholding structure from the colonato
period, when· each Portuguese and Mozambican colono.household owned areas of roughly 8
hectares and 4 hectares, respectively, through the postindependence resurgence ofMozambican
occupation and the subsequent collectivization in 1977, to the more recent breakup. of state
farms and the reemergence of small and large private and family farms.

When it was established in 1977, CAlL controlled some 20,000 hectares ofagricultural
land previously run by the colonato through hundreds of separate, family-farm units. CAlL
was the largest farm in Mozambique, and though no longer subdivided into many small farms,
it remained a centrally controlled organization from the point ofview of irrigation management
and maintenance.

By contrast, when CAlL was subdivided into ten state farms in 1984, each agricultural
farm was assigned between· 1,500 and 2,000 hectares,with the remaining areas allocated to
private sector and family farms after large sections had fIrst been granted to the joint-venture
companies, LOMACO, SEMOC, and JFS.lrrigation system management remained with
SIREMO, though divorced from the wider structure ofland management that had characterized
both the colonato and the CAlL eras.

Today, the post-1984 landholding structure remains the same, albeit subject to strong
land concentration tendencies. The process of reducingthe areas controlled by the state farms
continues, producing a few very large corporate units, a larger number of medium-sized farms,
and a mass of very small farms. with between· 1A .. hectare and .·4 hectares (see discussion in
section 5).

All types of farm follow two main cropping seasons in a year: the summer season
(October to March), and the winter season (April to September). The mean maximum
temperature in summer is about 35°C, and the mean minimum temperature in winter is about
12°C. Rice and cotton are favorite summer crops, whereas wheat and maize are grown in
the winter season. In addition to these major crops, a variety of other food and cash crops
such as vegetables (tomatoes,onions, and beans), sugarcane, sorghum, and ground nuts are
also grown.

5. The rate of conversion in 1991 was approximately 1,900.00 meticais to US$I.00.



Most of these crops, .with the exception of sorghum, are not native varieties; they have
high· water requirements. This is especially true for rice and sugarcane. Traditional crops
grown in this area were maize, cassava, and sweet potatoes. The idea of a white settlement
on the Limpopo River was to stimulate rice and sugar production, in addition to safeguarding
the· overseas possessions of Portuguese colonialism. To support the settlers and other urban
(European) areas, the irrigation system also fostered production of wheat, vegetables, and
fruit.

The production of rice and sugarcane with large applications. of irrigation water has
had a negative impact on the agricultural soils of the area. The soils are predominantly heavy
clay in texture and the land topography is flat. Internal drainage is therefore very slow.
Under intensively irrigated agriculture, the ground water tables have risen and produced .water
logged and saline soils. This is an extremely serious problem and, if not addressed now, will
result in. the loss of very productive lands and, eventually, social and environmental disaster.

3. RAPID APPRAISAL OF THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The. five-day appraisal of the irrigation scheme involved physicalobservation.in the
field and interviews with system managers and water users. The limited time and lack of
analytical equipment precluded engineering measurements such as canal water flows, .water
quality, soil properties, ~d crop water use. The measurements were not considered. necessary
because irrigation system appraisal was intended simply to identify any major constraints which
might influence future decisions on land tenure and use.

Irrigation water supply

The design diversion for the· main canal is 43 cubic meters per second, but the actual
diversion is reported to average about 27 cubic meters per second. This water shortage is
confirmed by the flow measurement data provided by the SIREMO office at Chokwe.The
data for the last five-year period (1988-1992) show that the main canal diversion varies.from
a low of 10 cubic meters per second to a high of 38 cubic meters per second. Thevariation
is within both seasons and shorter periods such as a ten-day interval.

The SIREMO office also reports main canal diversions interms of daily, monthly, and
yearly volumes. Over a five-year period (1988-1992), the actual volume diverted into the
main canal·averaged about 475 million cubic meters per year. Considering. a net water use
of6 millimeters· a day and allowing 3 millimeters a day for system losses suggests that the
diverted water is sufficient for about 14,000 hectares of cropped area. This is indeed what
happens. The 1988-89 SIREMO yearly report gives actual irrigated area for that year as
14,283 hectares (SIREMO n.d.). It also says that the regadio had planned to support an
irrigated area.of 23,650 hectares with an expected diversion of 680 million cubic meters per
year.••.• The planning process seems to allow about 8 millimeters of water use .daily, which is
quite appropriate·. for the climatic and soil conditions.



The above data support the visual observations that the. irrigation water supplies are
short and can barely. support half of the design area. One apparent reason for this shortage
is the present drought affecting the Limpopo Valley. It should be recognized that the Limpopo
River gets most of its flow from a large watershed extending into South Africa. As such, its
flow should not be much influenced' by local conditions, though the regional spread of the
current drought is exceptional. Local rainfall data for the years 1989 to 1991 show that recent
precipitation has averaged about 470 millimeters, orapproximately 75 percent of the long-term
yearly average for the area. This. significant yet small shortage' in local rainfall would not
cause such a large water shortage for the irrigation scheme, especially ifthe Massingir Dam
were able to store high river flows.

The Massingir Dam is never fIlled to more than half of its design capacity because of
structural problems. The dam storage data for the 1980-87 period show a low of 340 million
cubic meters and high of 500 million cubic meters (see table 1,p. 11). This is inadequate
storage for the dam to properly regulate flow in the Limpopo River.. During the May' 1992
field visit, the dam storage was reported to be completely depleted to the point that dead fish
had choked the water outlets. No water was available' for release into the river and thus none
was being diverted in the main. canal of the· irrigation scheme. One can appreciate the' water
scarcity by the fact that LOMACO, a large multinational corporation with land directly beside
the diversion weir, has planted only 200 hectares out ofa total available land area.of 2,000
hectares.

A brief comment on the reasons for the drought may be appropriate even in the absence
of rigorous scientific analysis. Many professionals believe that the drought may not be a
temporary phenomenon, but a long-term consequence of massive deforestation that has taken
place in the' region as a whole.. The war has brought·hundreds of thousands of'deslocados
to the region and all the forests .and trees have been cut down for timber and fuel wood
purposes. ·A social reforestation program is considered extremely necessary to avoid long-term
desertification in' the valley.

Even without the drought, the irrigation system.· is unlikely to meet the crop water
requirements of the' design command area, given that •the physical state of the system does
not meet design specifications. The physical system appears to have been well designed and
well constructed. However, it .has lacked appropriate' routine maintenance and proper
regulation, and, as already mentioned, the Massingir Dam cannot be fIlled to its design
capacity. The main canal is badly silted and overgrown with weeds which reduce its flow
capacity. The control gates for> the main diversion weir are .. badly rusted and not fully
operational. Similarly, the control structures at the secondary and tertiary canal intakes need
major repairs to be fully. functional.

In summary, the physical irrigation facilities n.eed improvement to bring the system
up to its design potential. The physical rehabilitation should be kept to a necessary minimum,
with a focus on the main and·.secondary canals. These should be cleared of sediment.and
weeds and restored to proper order and carrying capacity. The control gates at the main
diversion and at subsequent secondary and tertiary canal turnouts need to be restored. .• It
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should be noted that .SEHA (Secretaria do Estado de Hidraulica Agricola) is presently
developing a rehabilitation .program for the Chokwe. scheme with the help ·of French
government studies (GRM 1991b).

Irrigation water use at the farm

The system. is designed •for irrigation··water distribution.down to tertiary. blocks of 16
hectares,. which are then subdivided into I-hectare plots. One hectare therefore appears to
be the minimum plot size for direct access to irrigation water in the tertiary canal. This
engineering design implies that if the individual landholdings are smaller than 1 hectare, there
is potential for conflict over access to irrigation water from the. tertiary channel......••• Some
farmers reported that where land is held in V2- or ~-hectare units, the two or four
landholdings are. sometimes managed as one unit for cropping. This is not always the case,
however, and water spilling into one field from another was given as one source of conflict
in the. area.

Farmers grow a variety of food and cash crops, including rice, wheat,cotton,
sugarcane, and vegetables such as tomatoes and onions. This is possible with a good climate,
fertile soils, and flat land. However, the land and soil properties also call for careful
management of ground water conditions. The soils in much of the scheme area are of heavy
clay,the land is flat, and the ground therefore has a very low capability of natural drainage.

Under intensively irrigated agriculture, such clayey soils should be artificially drained
by appropriate surface and subsurface conduits. If they are not, the ground water •table will
rise, causing lack of aeration, waterlogged conditions, and· salinization in the crop root zone.
In extreme cases, water may rise to the soil surface by capillarity and evaporate, leaving. salts
on the surface.••·Crop yields will decrease under such conditions.

To deal with this problem, surface drains (in the form of deep, open channels) are
provided to collect excess irrigation water and carry it to a safe outlet. However, these drains
have not been cleaned of weeds and sediment and, as a result, are choked and closed. The
drainage water does not flow out of the system, but over time infiltrates into the soil. In times
of short supply from the irrigation canals, farmers pump water from the ..drains and apply it
to their lands. Without proper knowledge of the· salt content of· drainage water and the
necessary leaching requirement, use of this water for crops is most probably contributing to
the problem of soil salinity.

Over the last 40 years of irrigation, ground water has risen to about a 30 to 50
centimeter depth from the soil surface and significant·land area is out of production because
of high soil salinity. In the Nwachicoluanearea,550 hectares-out ofa totalof 1,000 hectares
-are salt affected (GRM I991a, p. 13). The government report also mentions that land is
being lost to salinity .at the rate of 50 hectares per year in that area alone. SEMOC recounts
that about20 percent of their lands are out of production because of salinity and that, since
1989, .• the area out of use has almost doubled, increasing from 150 hectares to· 280 hectares.



It is obvious that waterlogging and salinity are major problems with the irrigation
system and, if not addressed right away, will bring disastrous ·consequences. .However,
reclaiming waterlogged and saline soils is a complex and involved undertaking. First, proper
drainage facilities must be provided so the existing high water. table can be lowered. This
may also mean that irrigation on such.lands may· have to be stopped for some time. Second,
the drainage water must be led out of the irrigation system to a sink where it is· not harmful
to local lands. Third, the high salt content must be reduced by leaching the soil with good
quality irrigation water.

After lowering soil salinity, the farmers should be advised to grow salt-tolerant crops
with low water requirements. Native crops such as sorghum and okra are salt tolerant and
have low water requirements; they perhaps could be intercropped or planted in alternate
seasons.

Parallel to the land reclamation program, soil and water management strategies must
be developed which will keep the ground water tables low in the future. This basically means
good drainage of the subsoil (with surface and subsurface conduits, if necessary) and leaching
the soil with good quality irrigation (or rain) water to maintain a favorable salt balance. The
existing crops such as rice and. sugarcane have high.•water requirements and. encourage
waterlogging in flat topography.

Social organization for system rehabilitation and management

Before implementing physical rehabilitation, understanding ofthe organizational roles
and procedures of the irrigation setup is necessary to appreciate why the system has not
received routine maintenance in the first place. Otherwise, the structure will deteriorate again
with time and require another expensive restoration. The system management as presently
organized calls for SIREMO to maintain all irrigation infrastructure, from the diversion weir
to the tertiary channels feeding individual farmers' fields.

This is an unrealistic expectation for SIREMO, especially given the fmancial constraints
now imposed on all Mozambican government agencies· under structural adjustment. 6 Also,
it is not desirable for a central agency to manage irrigation issues at a local level. It is in the
interest of the water users that •they share the· system maintenance and water management
responsibility.

A gradual change in the· social organization of the irrigation system's management is
desirable so water users may .obtain .increased control over their water supplies. However,
this augmented degree of water control must be .accompanied.by the obligation of system
maintenance. Toward this end, farmers must organize themselves into water users'
associations. Such associations can ·better share system management responsibilities with
SIREMO.

6. SIREMOis currently on the list of government enterprises to be·divested.
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Local participation in irrigation system management is undoubtedly desirable for using
water efficiently and -effectively and for reducing the maintenance load.· on government
agencies. Yet local participation will not occur without positive incentives.. Irrigation projects
in other countries show that the best incentive is for local people to have secure .and
transferable rights over theirland and water. This security implies resolving land tenure issues
by moving toward some form of marketable rights over both land and water. Neither farmers
nor land allocating authorities are confident about existing rights over these basic resources.
There must also be a genuine desire and need for local participation onthe part of government
bodies ·like SIREMO.

If the issue .of irrigation organization is resolved, then implementation of the actual
task of physical rehabilitation involves relatively straightforward engineering. Somedetailed
studies have already identified priority improvement works for the irrigation system(GRM
1990). Based on these studies, it is reported that the Frenchgovemment is considering
financing a limited rehabilitation program (SEHA, private communications).

The field visits revealed that many farmers were using pumps to lift water from
irrigation and. drainage canals for application to their land. This is expected in times of low
flow in the irrigation canals, since water can no longer move by gravity. Similarly, water
in drainage •canals is, by definition, lower than the land and must be pumped back up to the
fields if it is to be reused. Farmers say that they also need pumps during the supposed high
flow time. They maintain that the water level is too low in most of the irrigation canals and
cannot flow onto the land by gravity. If farmers are organized in water users' associations,
then small landowners can have access to pumps on a rental basis. Presently, only larger and
more resourceful farmers have access to pumps, so when water is in short supply, only they
can obtain· water.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The Chokwe irrigation scheme is well designed, is well constructed,. and has supported
intensively irrigated agriculture in the Limpopo Valley. It has suffered badly from>gross
negligence of routine system maintenance. .As a result, it can now irrigate barely half of its
design command area. A limited rehabilitation program is necessary to bring the system up
to its design capacity.

The physical part of the improvement program is standard engineering and, from the
technical point of view, can be easily accomplished. A much more complex and difficult task
is to build organizational roles and regulations for improved system management and routine
maintenance. in the future. Otherwise, the system will again deteriorate in a short time. As
a. part of rebuilding. the organization, local participation in irrigation. system management
should be encouraged through water users' associations, which can also effectively provide
their members with access to water pumps.
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The soils within the irrigated area are predominately of heavy clay and the land is flat.
This is a fundamentally dangerous setting for intensive irrigation if the soils are not artificially
drained by appropriate surface and subsurface conduits.

Deep, open drains were originally provided in the irrigation scheme for surface and
subsurface drainage of the soil. However, these drains have not been properly maintained
and are now choked with weeds and sedimentation. ..The drainage water does not flow out
of the system, instead infiltrating the subsoil. Inadequate drainage combined with intensive
irrigation has raised the ground water table and caused the dual problems of waterlogging and
salinity.

The problem of inadequate drainage and the· consequent increase in soil salinity can
bring socioeconomic disaster to the region. It must be carefully investigated now, and steps
must be taken to halt the salinization process.. Otherwise, the question of landownership and
use may be a moot point to a large extent because. the land will be quite unproductive.

Another environmental concern is the widespread .deforestation that has taken place
in the Limpopo Valley. It is argued that the deforestation has resulted in low rainfall, and,
in general, this relationship is quite correct. Many professionals suggested that a reforestation
program should be a top priority for the Limpopo Valley.



V. LAND ACCESS AND CONFLICT: FINDINGS AND ·.CONCLUSIONS

A. SOURCES OF CONFLICT

Figure 3 lists the principal types of conflict encountered in. the Chokwe scheme and
the reasons, given during interviews, that explain why these problems are· occurring.. The
figure also displays a second list of reasons gleaned from the field findings discussed below.
The latter list demonstrates the real, underlying causes of the conflicts and disputes not only
between farmers· but also between farmers and public bodies in charge of the land distribution
and irrigation supply processes.

1. LAND DISTRIBUTION: PROCESSES, RIGHTS, AND IMPACT

Distribution criteria: planned and de facto

On the surface, the.criteria determining who should receive use rights over distributed
state-farm land seem to be clear and straightforward. According to the resolution signed by
the governor of Gaza Province, dated 1 August 1991 (GPG 1991a; see appendix A), the
following persons should receive land in descending order of priority:

(1) Mozambican farmers who worked in the irrigation scheme "under contract";

(2) family farmers living in the region;

(3) workers from the state farms; and

(4) demobilized soldiers.

These· criteria resemble those which are said to have directed the first· round of
allocations in 1984. Between the distributions of 1984 and 1991, more specific measures
apparently have been taken. Thus, for example, it seems that so-called "private sector"
farmers and certain large, joint-venture firms have been able to deal directly with statefarrn
andlor district and provincial authorities in order to obtain particular parcels of land released
on an ad hoc basis by the farms.

Several. of these terms need clarification, however. First, "farmers under contract"
is a blanket term which in fact covers a range of distinct types: Mozambicancolonos, both
assimiladosand probationers, who werein the preindependence colonato; and the thousands
of new Mozambican colonos who entered the scheme between 1975 and 1977 when the
Portuguese left.



FIGURE 3

Sources. of conflict in Chokwe

SOURCES OF CONFLICT

1. QUARRELS OVER LAND (AREA, ACCESS, RIGHTS).

2. QUARRELS OVER WATER (TOO MUCH/TOO LIITLE).

3. CATfLE: DAMAGE TO CANALS OR GRAZING ON CROPS.

4. BOUNDARY DISPUTES AND ILLEGAL OCCUPATION.

5. BROKEN CONTRACTS .AND INDEBTEDNESS (LAND· DEALS/BANK).

STATED CAUSE OF PROBLEM DURING INTERVIEWS

1. Not enough land; outsiders given land;deslocados.
2. Canals not designed for plots less than 1 hectare; LOMACO/JFS using all the. water;

SIREMO not doing its job.
3. Deliberate grazing on neighboring field crops; poor herding; oxen and plows

damage field and earth canals.
4. Farmers given poor land and want to use better land which has been allocated to

others who do not use orunderutilize the land they have received.
5. "Drought": crop failure means contract obligations cannot be met.

REAL CAUSES OF PROBLEM

1. AREA: Manipulation of raffles (soneios);outsiders (not deslocados) getting
land; best land going to private sector.

1. ACCESS: No clear guidelines about: (a) who carries out distribution; (b) how
distribution process should take place.

1. RIGHTs: What is being·transferred: temporary use versus "ownership"?
Uncertainty over future: government plans raise tensions.

2. SIREMO is bankrupt (fees not paid by dissatisfied farmers, no funding); SIREMO has
no land management role. (unlike.colonial brigada}; no.user associations exist to
manage water/repair· local. systems.

3. Huge increase in cattle population (deslocados with deslovacas).
4. Probable absentee "owners" developing; best land goes to those controlling distribu

tion; .land given to people lacking.means but with influence. (NOTE: Layout of
system minimizes common.boundary disputes.)

5. Production collapse due to failure of integrated irrigation/farm concept (land
fragmentation, no management); land distribution without adequate technical/
fmancial support; unequal economic relations.



No clarification is given in any official documentation, and it appears in practice that
an unstated but effective hierarchy exists which is influencing the current distribution process.
Thus, preindependence, full-fledged colonos rank higher than ex-probationers, and both
groups rank higher than those who came afterward, many of whom were originally from
outside the region.

The residence criterion is laid on top of these distinctions, for those with family roots
in the region· and with long habitation dating back to colonatodays clearly· feel that they have
more right to regain the lands they lost than do other "residents."

Again, the official guidelines are of little help. "Living in the region," or residence,
is not defined at all, even in_ the formal provincial directive, and thus it is impossible to
distinguish, for example, between those who have been in the region for··two •. years,. eight
years, or longer, and those who have deep family ties in the area. This creates particular
difficultiesin the case of deslocado families, many of whom have been in the area for eight
years and longer.

The second term to be clarified is that of "family farm" and, by extension, "private
sector" farmer. This distinction has its roots in both colonial andpostindependence views of
so-called "traditional" and "modem" farms. The former are peasant family producers who
use no outside wage labor and produce only to meet their own subsistence needs,while the
latter use wage labor and produce for commercial exchan"ge. In reality, however, both groups
use wage labor and rely upon family labor or management to achieve their production goals,
and both sell some part of their total production in order to survive. This "criterion"
therefore serves to pigeonhole people more for administrative and legal purposes and in fact
hides ·important economic and sociological ties between them.

The legal and administrative basis of the family-private distinctionis discussed below.
It is important now to note that all of these apparently straightforward criteria are, on closer
examination, full of ·.loopholes which lend themselves to manipulation and malpractice by
those in charge of carrying out the distributions of land rights.

Official guidelines generated further confusion because they were formally applied
only to the state farms of Conhane and Mapapa, which were the first to be officially
recognized as incapable of carrying on production and whose land should therefore be handed
over to individual farmers with the means and the· will to produce.

The other state farms, notably Chilembene and Massavasse, assumed that they would
be able to secure sufficient bank credits to stay in.production. Key deadlines came and went,
however, and by the time fi~ancing was clearly unavailable, it was too late to go into
production or to maintain already planted areas. Massavasse, being in a worse financial state
than Chilembene, was particularly affected. Central and provincial authorities decided ad hoc
to distribute large areas in Massavasse and smaller areas in Chilembene as quickly as possible
in order. to get at least some of this land into production at the hands of private farmers with



the means to do so and to recover some of the costs already incurred (farmers were expected
to pay for already planted seeds, etc., after harvest).

Unlike Conhane and Mapapa, .no .written •or formal .guidelines were·provided for
distributions in Massavasse and Chilembene. The initial authorization from· provincial or
central authority may have been .given •only. verbally, since no document supporting this
distribution was verified by the research team. Those organizing the process at the local level
in Chilembene and Massavasse either· tried· to emulate what had· been done in neighboring
areas or devised their own systems and rules.

The result is that some attempt· was made in all three ·aldeias ·visited to adhere .to
certain features of .the formal guidelines, even .though significant differences emerged in
practice. In all areas, the allocation commissions assumed that ex-colonos and other resident
family farmers were first in line. This of course included many former state-farm workers,
who before collectivization had worked on their own plots in the irrigation system.

This basic criterion of beneficiary priority has in most cases excluded other interested
parties, since there has been sufficient land only .• for the first-in-line cases. There has
certainly not been enough land to include all deslocadofamilies who, in the case of Conhane,
at least, were allocated an area of 50 hectares inside the remaining state farm and distributed
IA-hectare plots through a separate process. ·Some deslocados have··.gained· access to land
elsewhere,but apparently after first declaring themselves official "residents" to the locality's
conselho executivo (executive. council).• Although· demobilized soldiers are· included in the
formal statement of criteria, they were never mentioned in discussions of the selection
process. i

Thus there have been more than enough ex-colonos and·resident farmers-and indeed
many of these have either been excluded from the distribution process or· have received
inadequate pieces of land. How did this happen?

Throughout the research· interviews in the aldeias, "capacity to. farm" (having meios
or means to produce) constantly came up in the discussions about who was selected or not.
More importantly, owning means of production such as a tractor or anox-and-plow set was
a key factor in determining if you received land and if it was in the "private" or "family"
sector. Others. with family ties.totractor or oxen owners were also able to participate in.the
private sector raffle. The .distinction .is important, for inclusion. on the private sector list
guaranteed receiving a larger piece of land and far fewer people were involved. It is clear,
however, that the general views of raffle organizers about who was able or unable to farm
the allocated land helped the distributors draw up both "family" and "private" lists.

7. Demobilized troops from Gaza Province were said to have received land in Conhane during the
most recent distribution of August 1992.
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Distribution system: planned and de facto

Before looking at the distribution system itself and the mechanics of the process on
the ground, figure 4 gives an overview of the various .bodies involved in the procedure.
While this report focuses primarily on the smaller private and family farm allocations, it is
important to note some other features of the overall picture which, though they concern the
much larger units, have obvious implications for the availability· of land and·water.for other
farms.

First, the Joint-venture firms such as LOMACOor JFShave received their allocations
of land through a process of direct negotiation with provincial and· central government
authorities. Local communities have had no say either in which land or. in how much of it
is given to these very large enterprises. The large enterprises are indirectly displacing small
capitalist, commercial,and local smallholder farmers. These enterprises are taking up land
which once belonged to people·before thecolonato··or during anyone of the periods when
local farmers were able to reassert claims to land. Local commercial and smallholder farmers
regard these enterprises as taking land that should rightfully be theirs, and·many interviewees
expressed animosity toward the enterprises and the government that gave them the land.

Some new private-sector farms, especially in the 1983/84 distribution, also appear to
have dealt directly with the district-level bodies that supervised the breakup of CAlL and the
subsequent distribution of land leftover after the new state farms had been created (e.g.,
UDA, or Unidade Distrital de Agricultura).

These early distributions to larger private-sector interests remainuninvestigated, and
it was notable during meetings with conselhos executivos that very .little was known or said
about them. They warrant further attention, particularly because their privileged status is
likely to have lead to considerable tensions among the rest of the population receiving small
areas for private and family farms.

Second, there are a .. number· of points in the system as .a whole where roles and
responsibilities are unclear. Many middle-level officials are clearly caught between meeting
local demands and not being able to move without authority from those much higher up the
administrative or political structure in which they work.

The relationship between the twin structures of the ministries of agriculture and state
administration was also difficult to ascertain in the time available. This is particularly the
case when defining the roles of the local ministry officials who are directly involved in the
land distribution process. More importantly, in the absence of clearly defined accountability,
it is easy to shift the burden of responsibility back and forth between the various structures
and thus obscure investigation of any improper dealings.

These points should be kept in mind during· discussion of the transfer of use rights to
the majority of family and private .• sector farms. A .number of different procedures seem to
have been followed during local allocations of rights to state-farm land. Once again, the lack
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of effective guidelines stands out. Even the official resolution .(GPO 1991a) gives no
direction as to how the distribution should be carried out, or by whom, .other than stating that
"the land shall be allocated by raffle, to avoid claims and presumptions of favoritism"
(English translation; see appendix A, p. 64).

Furthermore, given the widely varying local capacity to organize such raffles and the
huge. demands placed upon poorly trained and uneducated local.officials who were expected
to distribute land quickly t9 all those who wanted it, it is not surprising that several different
approaches were used .and that problems occurred.

In some areas, a commission comprising provincial, district, state-farm,. and SIREMO
officials··carried out the first distributions. There was considerable .. dissatisfactionwith.the
outcome, and, in the case of Conhane, this lead to subsequent reruns of the ballots that were
organized by.local people drawn from the localidade conselhos· executivos and secretariosdas
aldeiasand bairros. In many cases, it is apparent that these local commissioners are ex
colonos and that several are also elders who form part of a long-hidden traditional or
customary authority structure.

In all cases, some form of raffle or nominally objective selection process was indeed
organized. The private-sector and family-farm distributions were separate in ·all cases. In
Conhane,. however, a raffle was organized for each sector, while in .the other cases, •private
sector .allocations appear to have been negotiated directly between state-farm officials and
those wanting land. There have been problems in all three cases, even where the raffle
procedure was used explicitly to avoid "presumptions of favoritism. II Why is this? A closer
look at both the.private- and family-sector raffles reveals that in both cases:

(a) official ballot papers were provided by SIREMO, with the plot number clearly
marked by a reference to the canal and dike layout of the system;

(b) the number of names entering the raffle was, in theory, the .same as the
number of ballot papers in the box;

(c) the critical point of the process is therefore not the raffle itself, but how
names get onto the list of participants.

The general conclusion from allthree aldeia visits is that names were preselected by
those conducting the distribution on the grounds that those chosen had "the means, II or were
good •. farmers, or could afford to pay the SIREMO water tax. This was after .the initial
application of the ex-colono and residence 'criteria. In real terms, this has meant thatthe
following factors determined who had preferential access to the raffle lists:

(1) personal or family links to the raffle or list organizers;

(2) knowledge of a person's agricultural· skills/assets;

(3) assessment of the person's ability to pay the SIREMO fee.



Local organizers talked openly about making subjective decisions regarding who
should be included on the lists. One man said that to call a general community meeting and
try to select a limited number of people-or try to include everyone-would .have resulted
in a "huge confusion." He added,. "It was much. better if wejust drew up our own list." Not
surprisingly, these lists always included those close to the administrative and state-farm struc
tures, their families, and their colleagues. Comments about "the big men" (os grandes) made
by local people interviewed. in the streets· and fields •made it. clear that many felt that the
selection process had been manipulated or that there was simply no point in even trying to
participate in the distribution without the necessary. "means" or personal. contacts.

When pressed, those in charge of the allocation raffles gave a logical response: Yes,
land should go to those who can use it and who have the means to farm properly. This
reflects the deeply held feelings about land. being properly used which are common in the
more customary land-allocation systems throughout Africa. It is no coincidence, however,
that most of those who have the .necessary means are· also close to .the socio-administrative
hierarchy which evolved through the CAlL and state-farm period,and that many of these are
ex-colonos .with roots in pre-colonato landholding families who managed to preserve assets
dating from that period.

This is not to say that only those close to the administrative and political structures
were allowed to participate in the raffles. The local organizers plainly tried hard in many
cases to ensure that as many people as possible were able to secure a parcel of land if they
satisfied the formal criteria.

In the case of Conhane, for example, the first commission comprising provincial and
district officials made two attempts on the same day· to carry· out a raffle.. · The first effort
caused uproar since many people were·excluded. To cope. with this, the officials decided to
decrease private-sector allocations from 16-, 8-, and·4-hectare plots, to 8-, 4-, and 2-hectare
parcels, respectively, and to· include the land thus released in· the family-sector raffle. This
new approach still did not work, .and a third raffle was ·organized a month later" this time
by a commission which included local people. Private-sector plots were reduced further to
8 and 4 hectares, and family-sector plots were also cutby half. This solution appears to have
calmed the situation at least temporarily.

In Massavasse and Mapapa, the local NGO projects run by the Lutheran World Project
and the French Cooperation were given the responsibility to sort out the distribution of land
use rights in the areas in which they operated. The Lutherans appear to have had a role in
the actual allocation process, ..•• while the French merely .·.observed and confirmed the
distributions as they took place. .The French have .also been· allocating land within two
recuperated ex-cooperative, areas outside the presentregadio system and have been giving
some form of documentary evidence to those who join these new·associations." Both·NGOs
are setting up casas agrarias-.local-level extension and technical assistance centers-which
they hope will become new farmers' associations.
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Even where efforts were made to include as many people as possible, the•best land
often went to those closest to the organizing commission. The research team was. told, for
example, that the assisting NGO in one instance had to "fight to make sure the family sector
participants" were adequately looked after, with the implication that the best land· was
somehow being reserved for the private-sector list. This appears to be the case in most areas,
where areas allocated to each. category have been shuffled around, leaving small family
farmers with low quality or even saline land.

In summary, the key point is how names were chosen for the raffle and other selection
lists. This, then, has a second dimension, since names were chosen for inclusion in either
the private-sector (large plots) or family-sector (small plots) list. To make this decision, the
criterion of "having means" is regarded as legitimately used by those in charge. The
selection process was· subsequently subject to some manipulation, with the best land· often
going to private-sector or organizing-committee candidates. Once the lists were drawn up,
however, serious efforts were made to accommodate local demands within the framework of
the criteria coming. down from the provincial government in Xai-Xai.

One important point in Chokwe is that there was little confusion over· bound
aries--even with the excessive demand and the very small size of plots allocated-·•.thanks to
the well-surveyed grid layout of the initial irrigation system. A well-mapped site plan with
each plot referenced. by dike and canal numbers is unique to schemes like·Chokwe. In areas
where such surveying has not taken place and where land rights are to be distributed at some

in the postwar future, boundary disputes will likely arise and means of dispute resolution
will have to be devised.

Deslocados .rarely qualified for the lists, except for some-again, those with
"m~eans"-·.who had formally declared their intention to take up residence in the locality.
Otherdeslocado households were allocated very small, lA-hectare plots on state-farm land that
was not considered part of the wider distribution process, and, again, those with no. means
(cash or other assets) did not bother to request land. These communities, too, .have their
power centers, and one, from Chibuto, arrived complete with its localityconselhoand other
officials. These particular deslocados appear to have fared better because they were
represented by their own, intact, local power structures, together with the Chibuto conselho,
which of course is part of the wider district power structure.

The issue of demobilized troops never appeared in the framework. This is clearly a
hot topic which, if pressed upon local communities in the future, is likely to cause serious
problem.s, especially where land has already been allocated, as in Chokwe, and where local
people feel that they have the right to recover the land which they lost to the state on two
previous occasions, be it the colonial or the postindependence round. This-point may have
greater significance in the future if giving land to troops involves recovering. from local
people land which was allocated only "on loan. It



What rights are being transferred?

The last point above leads to .another major source of tension, namely, that the status
of the land remains unclear even· in .the case of plots .already .distributed. In· other words,
what exactly is being distributed?

The Gaza Province Resolution itself says that "transitory measures shall be in force
until a fmal decision by the Central Government is taken concerning the Chokwe Irrigation
Scheme" (GPG 1991a, p. 2,Englishversion, emphasis added). This uncertainty is
compounded further because the formally defunct state farms still retain their managers, some
staff (neither of whom are reported to .have received compensation since January 1992),
equipment, and buildings. No farm has· yet been liquidated according to officially approved
recommendations (GRM 1991a), and while their physical and infrastructural assets remain
unsold, various items (machinery) and even parts of buildings (such as roofing) are slowly
disappearing. 8

All family-sector, and some private-sector, allocations are clearly being made as
"loans," a point recognized by local people who are not assuming that they have permanent
rights over the plots they have received. Many undoubtedly expect. a repeat of the 1977
experience, with land being taken this time by the state and handed over to some other major
venture, such as LOMACO, or consolidated once more as the state farms receive new
funding. Others fear that land will be repossessed and set aside .for de-mobilized soldiers.
Such fears are well founded because farmers have experienced at least two repossessions of
their land by the state for redistribution since 1991. In some cases, people have been able
to retain land rights in the scheme, but have been moved elsewhere. In other cases, people
have lost a part of their land, and in still others,peoplehave been completely displaced.
Some individuals who had not .received land in previous· distributions were reportedly able
to acquire land.

There is thus a clear gap between expectations and what has in fact occurred so far.
Some people, especially ex-colonos with family origins in the region that predate even the
colonato, feel that the land is theirs to keep. There are also differing expectations among
those receiving land at different times and in different ways. Thus those who received land
in 1984 feel that it is clearly "theirs, "while most of the recipients of the 1991 allocation are
aware that the land is "on loan."

"Private sector" farmers appear to be in· a different position, and there is evidence
(unconfIrmed) that they are indeed· receiving (or perhaps creating by their own actions)
permanent use rights. The research team encountered several "privates" who were taking out
formal "title to .use and exploit" (see legal discussion. below) .•. These all seem to ·have been

8. It was reported in October 1992 that evaluation and alienation committees had been formed, but
had not yet begun to appraise the assets of the enterprises.



cases where the allocation agreement was made directly with SIREMO or the old UDA, and
where the local office of the Cadastral Service (DINAGECA) has registered the area.

It is not clear whether raffle "private sector" farmers receiving land·rights in the more
recent. allocations can do the same, but the evidence so far indicates that they are in a stronger
position than their "family" neighbors. This could yet emerge as a further critical distinction
between the private sector and the mass of small, family farms, which again underlines the
significance of placing an individual on either the family or the private sector· raffle list to
begin with.

By contrast, it is clear that so far no more than temporary use rights, renewable every
year, have been allocated by raffle to the great majority of farmers. These allotments are not
supported by any kind of land use certificate, but rather by a contract with SIREMO to
occupy apiece of land .and pay an annual water tax. The raffle ballot paper is in .. fact this
SIREMO contract document, which the holder must sign after the raffle. Nonpaymentof the
water tax in theory gives SIREMO the right to repossess the land and reallocate it elsewhere,
though· they insist that this theory has not been applied in practice. Clearly.even thepossibili
ty must affect. local views of .how secure land tenure or land use rights are.

There is a lot of uncertainty over the rights of the land recipients. This is
compounded by· the biased application of existing land law to different categories or classes
of private farmer. This in turn fuels fears among the local population, who now have tenuous
foothold on "their" land, that a third land dispossession might be imminent.

In the final analysis, such land tenure uncertainty causes insecurity, conflict, and
underinvestment by. private and family farmers who are afraid to invest scarce •resources in
land they might lose. This has implications for both production and ecological degradation
in the area as a whole as farmers do not bother to sustain the land with which they have. been
entrusted.

2. THE IMPACT OF DISTRIBUTION

Land concentration

The total area nominally under irrigation is now around 30,000 hectares.. This
includesthe remaining state-owned regions; joint-venture, private, and family-sector farms;
and· small areas held by cooperatives. Precise data. on land occupation·by. sector are·difficult
to .come by, however,and it is easy to overlook the magnitude of what has taken. place in
Chokwe in terms of the pattern of land occupation and control.

Bearing in. mind the "real" or sociological side of the land occupation process
described in ·section 2, it is evident that both the colonato and the 1977 collectivization
involved massive< shifts in ownership and landholding patterns. By piecing .• together
information from a variety of sources, it is also possible to give some idea of the equally
dramatic evolution of land occupation by sector since the inception of. CAlL, during. its



breakup in 1984, through to the last distribution of rights over defunct state-farm land in 1991
(table 3). I

TABLE 3

Land occupation by sector, Chokwe irrigation zone, 1977 to 1991

1977· I
198~

I 198T I 1991d
I I ~

Area
I

Area
I

Area
I

AreaI I I

SECTOR I I I

#of I # of 1# of I#of
(ha) (%) I (ha) (%) I (ha) (%) I (ha) (%)units ~ units ~ units ~ units

State 1 20900 87 10 11000 45.8 7 7500 24.8 6 3580 11

LOMACO - - - - - - 3 2500 8.3 3 2500 8

SEMOC - - - - - - 1 2600 8.6 1 2600 8

JFSe - - - - - - - - - 1 1600 5

Co-op ? 1700 7 14 1500 6.3 14 1500 4.9 ? 1500 5

Private ? - - 300 2500 10.4 440 6060 20.0 ? 6300 20

Family ? 1400 6 12000 9000 34.5 14600 10100 33.4 ? 14000 44

TOTAL ? 24000 100 14833 31350 100.0 15066 ·.30260 100.0 ? 32080 100

Source: a. From·Joao Mosca 1993: personal communication.
b. Gabinete de Direc~ao e Coordena~ao.das Empresas Agrariasdo Chokwe.
c. Hermele (1988), less 2,640 ·ha set· aside for private sector but not

allocated due to salinity/security.
d. State (GRM 1991a), less estimated 1991 distributions; family/private

estimates from SIREMO map.
e. Joao Ferreira dos Santos.

On the surface, the table 3 data give the impression of a massive. evening-out of land
occupation between 1977 and 1991. Yet two separate processes have occurred which hide
the fact that what is now taking place· is a rapid concentration of land rights in very few
hands, this time within a conventional capitalist, market-driven framework.

First, a shift has started from a centrally planned situation, where the state owns all
the land and practically all use rights, to a fledgling free-market system, .where privately held
land-use rights are permitted.

This radical change. caused a sudden shift. from one "owner," the state, ..•·which
controlled almost 100 percent of all land, to the post-1984 situation where the same owner,
now in the form of autonomous state farms, controlled only 50 percent of the land. This is
not an evolutionary change, however, but a radical shift in the rules determining land
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occupation patterns, •which at a stroke fundamentally altered the processes defining the
structure·of land occupation in Chokwe.

The second process starts once this major philosophical .and political shift has taken
place. Thus, since 1984, a new pattern of land occupation is evolving whereby the new
owners, so-called family and private sector farmers, are beginning to compete over available
land rights. So far this is a highly imperfect market: the allocation of land rights is controlled
according to bureaucratic criteria; it is unclear what rights are being allocated anyway; and
these rights are .not yet secure· nor can they be bought or sold.

Nevertheless, "capacity to farm" is emerging as. the de facto main criterion
determining who gets most land. This is essentially an economic measure which approxi
mates. purchasing power over land rights, albeit subject to political and administrative
"weighting" under present conditions. What is forgotten in the classification so far used by
official sources is that this criterion also applies to the large firms, which are also competing
for land in the same marketplace and whose political weight is far greater than·· that of the
small, local farmers.

The greater leverage enjoyed by these large firms is evident in the. way they have
secured large areas of land and negotiated water rights directly with central water authorities
in Maputo. LOMACO today has 2,000 hectares above and below the main diversion weir,
including large areas inside the original regadio system, and draws water. from the weir and
the main irrigation canals maintained by SIREMO. SEMOC farms 2,600 hectares in Lionde,
within the regadio, on land previously held by a state enterprise producing.seed;and a third
private fmn, JFS, farms 2,000 hectares at the upper end of the system.

Thus, even assuming that the remaining state farms are distinct entities (a large
assumption given their continuing collective dependence on the state bureaucracy), this means
that just 9 "owners" have use rights over to 32 percent of irrigated land area inChokwe,
compared with over 15,000 owners (excluding the few cooperatives) who have rights over
the remaining 64 percent. And within these 15,000, around 500 owners (or 3% of the total)
controlled at least 20 percent of total irrigated area in 1991, a proportion which has grown
steadily since 1984. .

Such a concentration of land is highly skewed by any standard. This becomes clearer
if a more logical classification is used, for under present economic and political conditions,
even the very large farms are as much. a •part of the private sector as all the other smaller
farms inChokwe today. In this case, the complete "private sector" includes· the large firms,
the "private sector," and the family farms on the grounds that they are all independently
managed. This view reveals that in 1991,an estimated 500 out of a total of some ·16,000
farms (3.2%) controlled 13,000 hectares out of a total of just over 32,000 hectares (41 %).

The data as they are now presented obscure this reality, yet they do indicate another
contradictory process beneath the surface. Between 1987 and 1991, the growth of private
sector areas has slowed, with a significant increase in the rights (areas) allocated to "family"
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farms. This is explained partially by cases such asConhane, where private sector allocations
were halved twice in order to defuse tensions overthe land distribution process and give more
land (in ever smaller parcels) to family farms. It may also be the case, however, that the best
land has all been allocated and that what we see now is a distribution of second- or third-rate
lands, with the private sector waiting in the wings to begin a process of steady acquisition of
small parcels as their owners fail and. have to move ·off their land.

This second hypothesis remains. to be tested,but there is supporting evidence in the
. numerous types of deals now being struck between rights holders, who have land .but no
means, and those (including somedeslocados) who have the means but little or no land.
Should rights ever become marketable and serve as collateral for such deals, then a rapid shift
of ownership can be expected as market forces. take hold.

Land fragmentation

The same contradictory processeswhich.have temporarily slowed the advance of the
private sector are also creating another problem, land fragmentation. The ballots for family
sector farms have resulted in a large number of very small production units, and even some
private-sector units are too small· for the means of production they have available. The series
of ballots at Conhane, for example, when private-sector areas and the top range of family
farm plots were successively reduced to accommodate demand for land, has resulted in many
plots of Ih and 1,4 hectare. 9

This has two implications. First,. these plots are. far smaller·than the design minimum
of 1 hectare, for which the irrigation tertiary sluice system is· intended. The result is that
when an occupant of a 1,4- or .lh-hectare plot wants to irrigate, s/he can cause water ·to
overflow or seep into the neighboring 1,4 hectare which may not be ready for irrigation. This
is then one reason for conflicts over water use and water rights.

Second, according to Lutheran World Project and French Cooperation workers in the
area, the minimum area needed to support a family,given the prevailing soil and climatic
conditions, is 2 hectares. Thus most of the family areas are in danger of becoming a mass
of nonviable production units, which will then either be left uncultivated or at best contribute
only a small part toward the subsistence needs of the households depending upon them. The
need to intensively farm these small areas· will also have serious ecological implications as
soil quality declines further.

Thus, although the rush to get land may be satisfied in the short term by allocating
such small areas, the distribution process is creating an economic and social time bomb as
production becomes more and more difficult and families fail to meet subsistence and other
needs from the land available to them. The problem then ceases to be how to distribute.as

9. In October 1992, it was reported that the minimum holding size had been raised to 1 hectare,
but this was not confirmed in the field.
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much land as possible to all who want it, and becomes how to limit the distribution process
in order to maintain sensible economic objectives?

Dependent· and unequal production relations

It is· clear that the combination of fragmentation, land concentration, •skewed control
of means of production, and inequalities over land rights and security is creating a host of
new and different economic relationships. This is compounded by the presence of large
numbers of deslocado households, a ready source of wage labor which keeps the overall wage
rate in the district low.

These.relationships include a wide range of cases where farmers without resources. are
renting plots to others who can exploit the land (they may have cash, a pump,or a tractor,
for example). Such deals are commonly on the basis of a straight split of the production
which results in, or may involve, a straightforward cash payment for the·useof the land.

Many of the farmers receiving land in the raffles use deslocado labor on an ad hoc
basis, and it is· also clear that many people on very small plots are also forced to hire .them
selves out· to neighboring farms and to look for other ways to piece together an adequate
subsistence strategy over the course of a year. The largejoint-venture firms also rely heavily
on this wage-labor pool for peak-season tasks such as cotton picking (done mostly by
women).

In short, what is emerging is a complex and integrated agrarian market economy. If
left to evolve without some degree of control or clear definition of people's rights, •it will
result in highly unequal production relations and considerable exploitation of those in a weak
economic position. In a free market, and with marketable land rights, the. economic
imbalances which are now so clear will correct themselves, and in theory those.withno land
should then .be able to survive through wage labor.

On the other hand, local frrms are already growing dependent on the readily available
labor. Wages are not only low, they are also irregular and often highly seasonal. In this
context, deslocados hold the key to two types of postwar economic shock. First, if many
deslocados return home, wage levels will rise to match the sudden reduction in available
labor. ··Second, if many choose to stay, wage levels will remain low, but pressure on
available.land a.t1d other resources from new "permanent" residents· will increase.

In either· case, it is clear that "the land question" in Chokwe has many dimensions
beyond the simple problem of land allocation criteria and procedures. Resolving the issue
of what rights people now have over allocated land is central to any longer-term. working
through·.of .the relative factor endowments enjoyed by the various socioeconomic groups
competing in the area. If this realignment of productive resources is not allowed to occur
naturally by first defining clear rights and what people may do with them, increasing levels
of conflict. and poverty.can be expected-particularly once the drought ends and access to
land again takes on some real meaning ·inproduction terms.
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Local socio-politicalelite emerging with new economic base

The other side of the same factor realignment issue concerns the relative positions of
those controlling the process, and. how .this. can ·be regulated to protect the rights· of the
majority of people who need, somehow,· to make a living· in the new agrarian economy of
Chokwe. "Having the means to produce". is indeed a sensible criterion to apply during and
after the initial distribution of land use· rights. Yet it hides the fact that what is occurring is
a distribution with a strong class bias in favor of what has until recently been only an
administrative and political elite. Thus one important impact of the current distribution
process is the adding of an economic base •to the preexisting .• social .and administrative
authority of preexisting local and regional elites.

It is not clear exactly who these people are. Many of them are .local community
leaders who adapted to the changes underFRELIMObyfmding jobs within local state
structures. With the new market system, they are well placed to add an economic·base to
their political or administrative position, .thus becoming a new socioeconomic class in the
classical sense.

Whoever they are, it is important.to note that at this stage they play an inordinately
important role in the distribution of land rights and benefit from the process themselves, and,
further, that. this maybe a necessary· step in economic terms on the road toward a more stable
productive base. Having recognized. this, however, it must also be accepted that measures
are needed to regulate this new power both to protect the rights of other interested parties and
to minimize the potential for conflict in the future.

3. SECURITY AND DISPLACED PEOPLE

In one sense the security.·situation is itself a source of conflict over land .within the
irrigation system. The demographic data above plainly. show just how seriously stretched is
the local resource base due to the massive inflow of deslocado· households in the last four
years. This has had its effect on the state-farm divestiture process, though field interviews
suggest that in reality, deslocado households have gained relatively little from the process.

Even where land rights have been allocated todeslocados,. it is clear that the rights
are highly precarious and perhaps even less well-defmed th.an those governing the areas
allocated to "resident" private- and family-sector farmers .• Nevertheless, these people do need
some form of basic subsistence support in the short. term, and giving them use rights over
small parcels on unused state-farm lands is a logical response to the problem.

The. discussion above has shown why thismay·notactually solve the subsistence
problem for these people, especially since in most cases they seem to have been allocated
small, ~-hectare plots,usuallyon poor land, and withoutany additional assistance with seeds
and credits to pay for the extra labor inputs needed. The reality is that most deslocados,
being desperately poor and having lost most .of their assets,have not bothered even to enter



the competition for a place on the.rafflelists, believing that without money there is simply
no point.

The deslocados then survive through a variety of ad hoc measures, such as seasonal
employment with LOMACO or IFS, temporary labor on nearby private and family. sector
farms,··and.a·host.of·informal·sector jobs. The luckier ones also have<relations in South
Africa who manage to· send them food either directly in trucks from the south or through
local warehouses after telegraphing instructions for them to pick up.· a .sack •or. two of
provisions.

Another side to this issue is the existence of significant numbers ofdeslocado
households ·which have managed to bring sizable mobile assets with them in· the form of cattle
(denoted as deslovacas by the field team to distinguish them from local, resident herds).
These people are more fortunate than many of their deslocado neighbors, and by selling off
or killing one or two head of cattle, they ·are able to keep themselves and their· extended
families alive. Many are .also in a position to set up a small, informal-sector··business or
perhaps •strike a deal with a local person who. has some land but no means to farm ·it.

From .the land conflict angle, however, these cattle are a significant problem.
Although the war and the drought has reduced the district herd from some 40,000 in 1988
to under 20,000 in 1991, practically all of these remaining animals are now grazed inside the
regadio, where they are relatively safe from marauding bandits and RENAMO. The pressure
on land is already intense, and grazing cattle in such a confined area is causing many
problems because animals stray into, or are deliberately allowed to wander over, fields which
have been planted with crops or which have been prepared with seed.

Complaints were recorded not just from small farmers injured in this. way, but· from
SEMOC and other larger units as well. While not being directly related to the .divestiture
issue, these incidents raise tensions and inevitably fuel conflicts where feelings may already
be running high over ·land allocation and land or water use rights.

4. INEFFICIENCIES IN THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Another cause of tension among farmers is the present nonoperational state of the
irrigation management company, SIREMO. Like the state farms, SIREMO is being hit by
strict controls on public spending and a tightening credit squeeze as banks respond to World
Bank and International Monetary Fund pressure to limit borrowing and recover bad debts.

At the same time, many farmers cannot, or will not, pay the annual fee to SIREMO
for the water they have contracted to receive on the grounds that the company is not meeting
its obligations and that the system does notwork. This is indeed apparent from the appraisal
of the system carried out by the LTC team's irrigation engineer and presented in section 4
above.
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Ironically most farmers.contract to pay.for water rights at the time they receive their
rights to land through the -divestiture. process itself. SIREMO, in many cases, has a major
role in the process, if only as some type of ultimate arbitrator of the mechanical task of
putting names to specific plots and directing the technical aspects of the distribution of land
rights. Being so closely involved and· being aware not only that there is considerable
discontent but also that the drought has reduced most farmers to insolvency in real terms,
SIREMO is unwilling or unable to exercise its contract rights or take back the land and
reallocate it to somebody else.

SIREMO is therefore caught in two overlapping vicious circles. First, without fees
coming in, it cannot resolve its cash-flow crisis and even begin to think of· the most basic
maintenance tasks. Second,by being so intimately involved in the land process, it is caught
in a moral and political dilemma whereby it cannot apply the one measure explicitly designed
to help it avoid such· a cash-flow problem in the first place. In the meantime, as in the case
of cattle, while the problem of the irrigation system is not direc~y related to the divestiture
process, it does raise tensions and contribute to the overall atmosphere of conflict and anger
over land distribution.

5. THE DROUGHT

The current drought is blamed by many people for the problems in the area. Certainly
the effects are horrifying, especially in the context of a large irrigation system supposedly
designed to offset the effects of such cyclical natural phenomena. With regard to the land
tenure issue, however, the drought is having a series of contradictory effects.

First, it has probably dealt the fmal blow to the remaining, and -failing, state farms.
Once they are declared bankrupt and liable for liquidation, this will have an immediate impact
on the demand for more land on the part-· of all types of farmer and should also prompt the
government to clarify the status of allocated land.

Second, crop failures are causing many farmers to fall behind with fmancial and other
commitments either to banks or to local neighbors with whom they have negotiated shared
production. If creditors demanded their rights, there would be early signs of a shift in the
pattern of land occupation brought about by the sharp end of "market forces."

Similarly, SIREMOcould technically expel farmers unable to pay their water tax and
reallocate the land to people with adequate-resources. So far, .no land seems to have changed
hands in this way, andSIREMO is reluctant to use its powers. -Nevertheless, such problems
raise tensions and exacerbate other conflicts over land and water rights.

Third, and paradoxically, the drought is acting to calm down the land issue, since for
the time being nobody has any use for land assailed by drought and without water. This
could rapidly change when the_ rains finally come, and •the·. pressure for land rights that is
building up may well be· even -greater by that time.



6. COLLAPSE OF INTEGRATED IRRIGADON/FARMING SYSTEM

Although it is certainly hitting local production and causing serious human suffering,
the drought is something of a "red herring" in the context of Chokwe. If the· irrigation
system were functioning as intended, then even with no rain at all, producers· on the regadio
should have sufficient water to produce· enough to meet at least basic needs.

This was clear during the field visits where, even with the.nonfunctional irrigation
system and water shortage, some farmers were managing to get. water by pumping directly
from. the river or from drainage ditches and other canals where pools of water can still be
found. Many were aware of the· salinity problem associated with using drainage water, but
they took a short-term survival view, drawing water from wherever they could find it. These
people were at least harvesting something, while the fields of their less fortunate. neighbors
without pumps had. been laid waste by the drought.

It follows that the underlying reason for current production problems is not the
drought,but the collapse of the irrigation system. This is more complex than simply
rehabilitating. the system, though the good design and construction of the original system
would justify suchan option. As the irrigation appraisal points out, such an option also
requires. an adequate institutional base to maintain and run the system over the long term, and
an effective social organization at user-level to share some responsibility for these two
functions.

The original colonato scheme was in fact a highly centralized social and. technical
structure.· which, when running as planned, produced effectively. This. required an efficient
central-management (the brigada), which oversaw both water and agricultural activity. in the
zone, and a· set of. social and economic controls through which individual farmers could be
forced, if necessary, to fulfill their specific role in the overall scheme. Thisiolecentered
upon being a member of a users' association at branch level (Associa~ao· dosRegantes),
which organized how and when water was used and effected basic maintenance at local level.

To some extent the centralized management of the CAlL days could have achieved the
same results with adequate technical and managerial capacity (which it did not have) .. In
1984, with the breakup of CAlL, the central management structure also began to weaken,
especially since SIREMO subsequently became responsible only for the water and irrigation
side of what had previously been an integrated irrigation-production system.

The large-scale distributions of rights to state-farm land has weakened the central
management aspect still further, and certainly weakened SIREMO's ability to organize
maintenance and enforce pay~entof taxes at the local level. In short, the land distribution
process has created an agrarian structure which is at odds with the original integrated design
concept oftheregadio, but which still has to live and work with a physical irrigation system
that cannot similarly be split up into small, independent units.
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The collapse of the integrated irrigation-farming system is, then, a major reason why
the setup has deteriorated so badly.- It-also explains why-it is now so difficult to begin to
organize local people to look after. their >own small sections of the regadio -in collaboration
with SIREMO. A system originally designed around a set of sanctions to keep it operating
now has to find a way to get the farmers who rely upon it to collaborate voluntarily with each
other and with SIREMO in order to restore, and maintain, the physical infrastructure.

It should be possible to create a suitable structure whereby _SIREMOhas clearly
defined responsibility for, say, the primary and secondary parts of the system and local users,
organized into associations of some sort, -look after their particular branch and drain networks
(the present NGO-backed casas agrarias are a good start).

In a free-market economy, however, this requires fundamental shifts in attitude on the
part of both the state and SIREMO. _By maintaining what is still essentially a centrally
planned. approach to the regadio and its problems, the state is blocking local attempts to
handle the problem (for example, SIREMO will not allow joint-venture firms to help clean
drains and canals). SIREMO, too, must cease being the semipatriarchal body it has always
been and begin to see its role as a service provider with obligations to its customers, the
farmers. The farmers have a right to demand good service, and_imposing sanctions such as
the threat to remove them from the land _will not work unless both sides keep their respective
sides of the bargain.

None of this will happen until the uncertainty of the status of allocated land and state
farms is resolved. Such uncertainty prevents such an organization from evolving, since
people are willing to invest time and money in dealing with the maintenance problem -until
they can be sure that the land is permanently theirs. Until that time, all farmers will naturally
say that the regadio is entirely SIREMO's responsibility, or even that the state farms should
help (after all, they and their machines still exist). Meanwhile, only externally funded NGOs
offering low-cost assistance at no risk to the farmers will have any impact in the short term.

B. SOLVING PROBLEMS

Although not specifically in the terms of reference for this report, how land conflicts
are resolved is an _integral part of the overall land tenure-picture in any society. To whom
do people turn when problems arise, -and to what extent do existing structures provide an
effective reference point when deciding -difficult cases?

The answers are listed in figure 5 in order of. importance. If local people cannot
resolve the problem between themselves, local leaders are·resorted to.frrst.These may be
family elders or other "men of weight" (homensdepeso), and it is here that the continuing
and newly respectable importance of the traditional leadership structure is most apparent.



FIGURE 5

How land conflicts are resolved

FIRST RESORT:

SECOND RESORT:

FINAL SAY:

CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Local or family leaders (elders, people of "weight").
Conselo executivo (aldeia -+ locality).
SIREMO.

1.
2.
3.
4.

THE STATE:

SIRE?vl0:

CUSTOMARY

LEADERS:

NOTES

The tribunal structure is not used at all at any level.
Customary. authority figures are still iinportant at local level.
Many customary authority figures are members of conselhos.
SIREMO has legitimacy in the eyes of many local people, being still linked in
their. minds with the original colonato structure.

SOURCES OF LEGITIMACY

Losing its legitimate authority in the eyes of local people (partly forhistori
cal reasons, partly due to poor handling of the distribution issue).
Has •authority as the only body with "traditions" linked to irrigation/rice
agriculture (not practiced pre-colonato).
Pre-colonato/preindependence social norms still important.,. underlying latent
political and economic power of local customary leaders once local control
of land rights regained (confers "legitimacy" on otherwise·biased land
ballots).

lfthe problem cannot be resolved, the next body referred to is the localconselho
execlltivo. The conselho, however, will give an opinion based only on administrative factors
and has no capacity to make a decision by reference to existing land law. The conselhos are
accorded this role largely because of the important part they have played in the land allocation
process. They can decide cases by referring back to the raffles or selection lists and, in the
cases of Conhane and Mapapa at least, could refer to the original provincial government land
allocation directive. There. was no evidence of this document being· used in this way,
however, and indeed it is too general to be of any real use for sorting out specific problems.

Next in line is SlREMO, which is still seen by local people as the ultimate arbiter in
land access and land use problems. This is easily explained. During, and shortly after, the
colonato, land allocation was managed directly by the brigada and the renamed SIREMO,
which since 1983 has also kept a register of water users based on updated system maps.
Moveover, its major role in organizing the mechanics of the distribution, providing'ba1lot



papers, and registering the names of recipients through water-use contracts also gives
SIREMO a practical authority when it comes to sorting out any dispute over" areas allocated.

Local tribunals play no part in resolving land· disputes, ·a point confIrmed by the
Chokwe district judge. Nor, at any stage, is direct reference made to 'existing land law when
land problems arise. The provincial directive is the only document of any note in land
allocation in Chokwe, and the deeply institutionalized politico-legal role of' SIREMO and
powerful central government ministries still overshadow the process.

In Chokwe, this is not a major problem. In areas without the strong (albeit deteriorat
ing) authority of SIREMO and'its accurate maps, resolving land allocation ·disputes will
certainly be more difficult. Even in Chokwe, ·the lack .of any legal input begs the question
of how disputes are resolved between small local farmers and joint-venture firms nearby. In
such cases the local conselho or homem de peso is unlikely to have jurisdiction, and the direct
links the large firms have with central government are .likely to dominate local structures.

The important distinction between legitimacy and authority looms over the present land
question in Chokwe. This had its clearest expression when local people moved iIito the
regadio in force after independence; ·having'won ··•.• the. luta, they believed that'they had
recovered their legitimate rights to the land.

While FRELIMO could claim .• a certain legitimacy from its role in the luta, the
subsequent collectivization of regained colonato land never appears to have been truly
accepted as legitimate by local people. Instead, the authority behind CAlL was more a
function of the dominant power of central government, .imposed by force if necessary.

What has happened since is in effect a gradual erosion of this authority and a
reassertion of local rights over the land in the regadio. The authority.of the state and its
local-level structures has been further. diminished by the haphazard handling of the land
distribution issue and by the fmancial collapse of state enterprises (not being able to pay
wages and meet even the most basic obligations is the quickest·. way to lose respect).

Meanwhile, SIREMO, being the only body with the technical and managerial
competence to run the system, has always retained its authority to organize and direct the
process. This authority today has evolved into a type of legitimacy, sinceSIREMO remains
the only body with experience and "traditions" linked to large-sca)eirrigation and rice
agriculture, neither of which characterize customary land use practices in the area.

In this context it is significant that some local leaders and members of preindepen
dence, even pre-colonato,leadjng families in the region occupy positions in the locality, post,
and district administrations and conselhos. To some extent, the presence of these men may
have conferred some legitimacy on the raffles in spite of the tensions generated, though
manipulation of the.process has also·had the opposite effect. Local institutions thus seemed
to be poised half way between clinging onto the authority they enjoy by virt~e of their links
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within. their communities.

This image is reinforced by the fact that at several conselho meetings, "unofficial"
leaders such as secretaries of elders' committees were invited to attend. These·' men
dominated discussion of land matters, and it was clear that at the social level' at least,
customary norms and practices are still widely adhered to and respected. The step up to
reasserting customary or community-based political power, which will in tum direct legal and
resource allocation decisions, is not far away, if indeed it has not already·been taken.

c. LEGAL ASPECTS

The research team was charged with identifying legal problems that require further
analysis' and' which should be addressed to enhance the productive and financial impact of
state-farm divestiture. These problems fall into three areas: (1) concepts; (2) documentation;
and (3) legislation.

1. CONCEFfS

The divestiture process has been directed by a fundamental conceptual view of farmers
as either "private" or "family" sector. This division has had a major impact on the raffle
process and in the consequent land concentration-fragmentation process discussed .above. The
distinction will .also affect the productive and social impact of the distribution process.

On the surface it appears to be a socioeconomic distinction and as such justifies certain
people receiving more land than others on the basis of need and intentions: if a farmer does
not intend to produce commercially, but only for family subsistence, then he needs only a
small plot. Other farmers, with different intentions, need more land. This reflects a widely
held. view of "traditional" or peasant. agriculture as being divorced from ,the market ,and
preoccupied solely with producing food to eat. Visits to any farm community quickly dispel
this misconception, and Chokwe is no exception.

Closer examination in fact reveals that the private/family distinction has more of an
administrativ.eand legal basis which in tum reflects prevailing ideological views .ofagriculture
and its function in the wider social system. It is significant that even the colonatoforbade
the use of wage labor by colonos, reflecting a preoccupation with maintaining the solid
traditional values of Portuguese peasant households (Joao Mosca 1993: personal communica
tion). Yet although the use of wage labor could theoretically lead to expulsion from the
scheme, .practically all colonos used wage labor at some time.

Postindependence legislation continues to define the family farm as one which does
not use wage labor unless forced to because family ,members are absent, sick, or old.
Moreover, the law limits the area a family farm can have: 1,4 hectare of irrigated and '1
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hectare of rain-fed land per household member (GRM 1988, p. 46). On the positive side,
being classified as a family farm does exempt the farmer from most land and other taxes and
the requirement to take out "use title" to exploit the land "for agricultural ends. "

All other farms are either "individually run farms" (explora~oes) or joint-venture and
other multi-owner enterprises.. The "private sector" inChokwewould appear to include just
these "individual farms." The 1998 Regulations say little about the characteristics of these
other farms, but a subsequent ministerial diploma in December 1988 does subdivide them into
two groups which are here loosely called small and large private farms.

The small, private, "individually run farm" includes the following key features:

(a) it has a cultivated area of no more than 50 hectares;

(b) it has an average· of 50 head.ofcattle·or 100 pigs, on an area·no more
than 30 hectares;

(c) it employs,on a permanent basis, a maximum of5 workers;
(d) it employs a maximum of 8. daily workers.on a seasonal basis; and

(e) it owns or has assured permanent use· of a tractor or· other agricultural
machinery (GRM/MF 1988).

Large, private, "individually run farms" are then all those with levels of land, labor,
and so forth, above those listed above. This distinction does not serve planning or
agrotechnical purposes, but is used to place farmers into· different taxation groups: small
private farms are subject to labor income tax, while larger farms have to pay industrial tax.
Both categories of private farm, irrespective of size, ·.aIso have to pay·an annual land tax,
currently set at MTS1,250 per hectare. 10

What constrains farmers are their relative resource endowments, inappropriate price
environments, and poorly· developed marketing· systems. Together, these provide a common
environment within which all farms .have to operate..The·differences between farms are then
more a matter of scale and access to resources. In Chokwe,· as in all farming societies, all
farms· use labor, and all have important links to •the •market, buying· and selling produce,
labor, and other commodities. Very small family farms do rely on family labor but also use
temporary wage labor; the very large ones have permanent workers and use seasonal labor;
and medium-sized farms fall somewhere between the two.

More importantly,. many medium and large farms start off as small ones, and in time
it will be the case that many small farms are simply big ones that have split up as inheritance
and other factors work their way through the system.

10. The rate of exchange atthe time of writing was approximately 3,000 meticais to US$1.00.
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Thus the dividing lines between farm types are far less distinct and reflect not only
the relative resource endowments of different farms, but also the stage of development of the
farm household through time (for example, it may be recently enlarged through marriage. or
be smaller as a. result of inheritance or divorce). Farms, like any enterprise, can grow or
decline depending upon the ability or will of the farmer and the opportunities open to him.

The private-family classification may have its administrative and fiscal uses, but it has
little use in determining what sort of a farmer a particular individual mayor may not be.
Thisis especially so when starting from a position where nobody has any land at all (as was
the .case in theChokwe allocations, for example). Indeed, when employed in such. a
situation, this conceptual framework can be dangerous in two ways.

First, it imposes a rigid, centrally imposed framework on what is in fact a dynamic
and changing socioeconomic system. This will block a more rational allocation of resources
over time and thus. restrict economic growth and efficient production. Second,. it will
reinforce existing· class differences and create inequality, which in .a resource-poor
environment with little real wealth to go around will have serious social·consequences.

This· discussion. underlines two important aspects of the allocation process:

(a) it does in fact reflect and, to some extent, adhere to current legal concepts and
definitions regarding family and other farms, in terms of both "having the
means"(e.g., a tractor) and the areas allocated (family farms getting 1 hectare
or smaller plots); and

(b) the application of these concepts is nonetheless based in an •unrealistic
assessment of the socioeconomics of so-called "peasant". agriculture and is
building in social inequalities and other constraints on efficient production.

The classification should therefore be revised to include all nonstate farm enterprises .as
"private." .This will not have much effect on the way land is a1located-Ithaving the·means"
will probably be the main determinant, administrative manipulation notwithstanding-.·butit
will have a major impact on the kinds of documentation and rights to which each category
of land user is subsequently entitled.

2. DOCUMENTATION

Under .present legislation, farms are entitled to the following documentation to
demonstrate that· they hold usufruct rights over the land they occupy:

family: certificate of family occupation;

others: "title of use and exploitation."
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The certificate is issued by the district administration in the district in which the land
is situated, and covers only land that is occupied or farmed on a permanent basis. AII.those
not classified as "family f~ms" according to the present. land law are in theory required to
seek a license and title to use the land. To get a title of use, the farmer must first obtain a
license to use the land from the appropriate administrative authority.II "Title" is then issued
by the National Department of Geography and Cadastral Services (DINAGECA).

Both documents give the holder rights to farm and use the land "for agricultural ends."
These rights are transmissible, only at the death of the titleholder, to heirs or the surviving
spouse, but they are renewable after specified periods. Neither the certificate nor the title
confers marketable rights over the land itself, but improvements .and ·buildings can be
transferred (presumably including being sold). The·land on which these improvements are
now located then has to be subject to a new process of taking· out title. Both the concept of
use title and the procedures governing its allocation, operation, and transmission bear
significant resemblance to the colonial concept of concessions, which also allowed individual
use of land which legally was the property of the colonial state.

In the specific case of Chokwe,. very few of either type of document have been issued.
In general terms, the following points stand out:

(a) the "transitional" nature of the large-scale land distributions involving both
family and private· sectors means that taking out either of these documents is
impossible for beneficiaries of the process;

(b) some private sector farmers are, however, in the process of taking out title of
use and exploitation, suggesting that the status of their land allocation has been
decided.

Family farms are therefore definitely the most vulnerable to having their present use
rights revoked either by their breaking contract withSIREMO, by the state's declaring the
state farms to be back in business, or simply by the authority's granting title to some third
party such as·a new joint-venture firm or another individual farmer. The small private-sector
farms allocated in the raffles are equally vulnerable, . though their closer ties to the
administrative structure should afford them some protection.

Other private sector farms, dating back to the fust distribution in 1984 and subsequent
ad hoc distributions, appear to have been given more secure rights and have been able to
begin the process of taking out title of use.

All recipients of land rights in the divestiture process receive a third type of document,
a SIREMO contract document ·which records their use and·occupation of a specified piece of

11. For farmland over 250 hectares, the appropriate administrative authority is the Ministry of
Agriculture; for land under 250 hectares, the provincial government.
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land. This is renewable every year and contains certain provisions regarding nonpayment of
water taxes, which allow SIREMO to take the land back if necessary. This document in turn
can be used to obtain a fourth certificate from the local conselho, confirming that the holder
has use rights supported by the SIREMOcontract, which is used to secure bank production
credits.

These documents, though conferring neither title nor recognition of permanent
occupation, do at least fix a name to a given piece of land. In any future move .which
changes the present loan rights into permanent land-use rights, they will at least serve as
important proof of entitlement.

3. LEGISLATION

Present legislation is based upon the 1979 Land Law and the 1987 Regulations, with
minor modifications being introduced in a number of presidential and ministerial decrees and
diplomas. The new 1990 Constitution made no changes to the legal status of land, declaring
it still to be the property of the state, though the state does now recognize and protect "rights
acquired by•inheritance or occupation."

Existing legislation does provide a suitable framework for giving more permanent and
secure land rights to the people of Chokwe who have received land through the raffles and
other allocations. What is needed is political rather than legal clarification of the present
status of allocated land and the future of state farms.

Some amendments are needed to confer equal rights to so-called family and private
sector farms and to simplify the procedures by which use title and other documentation are
granted.. Such simplification should specify one structure to handle all land allocation and
transfer· issues instead of the various ministries, provincial governments,. and .·conselhos
executivoswhich are currently responsible for different areas and types of land use. The
technical surveying and registration role of the Cadastral Service also needs to be clarified
and strengthened in law and the service to be brought in to assist with land allocation.

None of these .amendments would require major changes to the present law.·. What
will require. more substantial change, though not immediately, would be the. introduction·of
some form of marketable land-use rights or even private property in land. Without this, it
will be impossible for the factor markets to operate effectively to bring about a more rational
allocation of land and other resources, including labor.

It must be noted, too, that existing legislation makes no reference to customary legal
and land allocation procedures. It is possible that some legal foundation already exists, for
the. 1961 colonial law regulating "Land Occupation and Concessions in Overseas Provinces"
does allow. for customary law. If the customary leaders are indeed to be allowed a new role
in postwar Mozambique, then the validity.·and scope of customary land-allocation practices
must··eventually be .•• recognized and incorporated into a· new land law for the country. as· a
whole.
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D. CONCLUSIONS

1. CLARIFY STATUS OF LAND ALREADY ALWCATED AND FUTURE OF

STATE FARMS

From the point of view of those involved in the specific case of Chokwe, perhaps the
most pressing immediate need is to clarify the status of land already distributed.. This covers
both (a) the nature of the rights allocated,and .(b) their permanence or otherwise.

Both points need to be clarified .. further insofar as they may differ for certain
categories of farmer: private- versus family-sector farmers; those receiving land in earlier
distributions versus those receiving land through raffles in the recent 1991 and 1992
processes.

Linked to this issue is the future of·· remaining state-farm land and whether .. land
allocated is· still considered to be· part of these farms and might at some future date be either
taken back or sold off to some larger enterprise as part of a package. Local farmers, in order
to begin investing time and resources in their own production, must have these points clarified
as soon as possible.

2. MOVE TOWARD SO:ME FORM·OFMARKETABLELAND-USE RIGHT

In order that all farmers-whether private, family, or joint-venture-can begin to
invest in their land and the future development of Chokwe(and thereby also help reverse the
evident ecological decline in the area), some form of marketable land-use (explora~ao) right
must be created. This will enable the realignment of economic resources to promote a more
balanced production-employment framework for the local population and facilitate the spread
of credit for farms by offering banks a way of recovering bad debts if necessary.

3. NEW NATIONAL "LAND BODY" TO DETERMINE LAND POLICY AND

ALWCATION

Figure 4 (see p.27) .above shows how complex the present land distribution process
has been, with a host of ministerial, state enterprise, and local representations involved in
different ways at different points in time.

The discussion of criteria and procedures also reveals. the need for a clear land policy,
including the establishment of allocation procedures (criteria and mechanisms, as well as who
does what) and a legitimate and authoritative point of reference in the case of disputes.

The discussion suggests that it is essential to involve not just local administrators, .but
also locally elected or. selected representatives who can oversee· or help carry out land rights
distributions, and who can subsequently act as arbitrators in local land conflicts.
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FIGURE 6

Tentative proposal for new entity for land issues
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These points all support the need for a new national land body to coordinate and direct
land allocation and land use questions. Such an authority would have to fulfill three main
functions: (a) define allocation procedures and planning objectives; .(b) make policy and draft
legislation for National Asse~bly approval; and (c) facilitate land conflict resolution.

A possible structure for an authority is shown in figure 6, which, itis stressed, is of
feredonlyas an illustration. The national commission would be the operational side .of the
policy committee. It would oversee the implementation of guidelines for land.· allocation
processes, including who should handle them and how they are organized. Actual allocation
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of land rights would then take place at just two levels-national and local-with no direct role
for either the district or the province.

The land commission would process requests and negotiations for large areas (such
as. LOMACO, for example). and oversee ·the process of zoning the country into reserves,
agricultural land, forest, and the like (instructing and advising an upgraded DINAGECA, for
example). Local boards would handle all·allocations below a.certain size and would have to
give their approval before the national-level body could formally concede larger. portions of
land within their area to new titleholders such as LOMACO. In this way, the legitimacy of
land allocation and land use would be secured at the local level and enhanced by elective local
boards from the community in which they operate.

The policy committee would prepare material in support of new land-use policy and
formulate guidelines for the functioning of both the land boards and the land issues branches
of the tribunal structure. Its recommendations would .then have to be .approved by the
Legislative Assembly (perhaps with ratification by provincial assemblies) to· give. them full
legal legitimacy.

The national authority would not replace existing courts and tribunals, but would work
with them to set up land sections at national and provincial court levels. and appoint
appropriately qualified lawyers to work at district and local levels. These lawyers would in
both cases have an advisory role, working alongside local-level elected representatives and
the district judge where appropriate. There would. also be a clear line of referral from local
level upward, ending with the Supreme Court where. necessary. Local-level legitimacy is
again assured by having local-level conflict-resolution bodies chosen by local people. Ideally,
courts and land boards should be separate and should definitely be so above local level (for
a more detailed discussion of this structure, see Myers and Tanner 1992; West and Myers
1992; and Myers and West 1993).

In the early postwar scenario, determining how land is allocated and which structures
can carry out the task is going to •• be· a critical element in national and local economic
planning. As a land market is established, this process will change as buyers and sellers
themselves determine how land is allocated. The land. commission and local land boards
might then become more like planning authorities, whose approval is required for land
transactions and new projects to proceed.

4. CURRENT LAWS DO NOT NEED IMMEDIATE, MAJOR MODIFICATIONS

Initially, existing legislation presents no obstacles· to the most important task of
clarifying the nature of the rights being allocated inChokwe and giving both small and larger
farmers secure, permanent rights over the lands they have received.

More radical change in the longer term is implicitin other proposals contained in this
report, notably with respect to according authority to customary leaders and legal procedures
and devising some form of marketable right over land. •
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s. END THE FAMILY-PRIVATE ·SECTOR DISTINCTION

Ending this distinction· also involves replacing it with a classification that more
accurately· reflects the. social and economic reality of rural society. Again, this has legal
ramifications and might require changes to existing legislation, which .. use the present
distinction between. family and private- or individual use-to set limits on landholdings and
determine tax liabilities.

The criterion of "having means to produce" already works as a practical, common
denominator determining the allocation of rights over all types and areas of land. Placing all
nonstate farms in one. "private" cate,orywould. simplify the application of legal norms and
ease ·administrative and •• tax procedures. It would also reduce. confusion over the allocation
of rights by making explicit what is at the moment an implicit, but practical way of
determining. who gets what: access to resources and capacity to farm.

These measures in tum would help maximize production and would facilitate the
market in land rights, once it is established, by creating a more rational and productive farm
sector to •the benefit of farmers, farm and service sector workers, and consumers.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The process of divestiture of· the state-farm sector is moving··. forward despite the
absence of clear central government directives. Provincial-,district-,and locality-level
officials are taking action with regard to divestiture based upon the unapproved recommenda
tions made by various departments within. the central .• government. This is leading. to
confusion, conflict, and mismanagement of resources. In addition, it is leading to land
grabbing. Security of land tenure is weak, undermining investment and consequently
agricultural productivity.

In the absence of a clear legal framework for the divestiture of lands, the rights· of
current occupants also remain in question. Smallholders have been largely excluded from the
divestiture process and are being displaced.

A. SOCIAL AND TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The following social and technical recommendations have been presented to the
government.

(1) Government must,. as soon as possible, clarify.the status· of land rights
already distributed, that is, permanent or temporary, and the nature of
the rights allocated.

(2) Government must clarify the future of the state farms. Are they being
divested or revitalized?

(3) Determine how best to establish a national body, with local representa
tion, to create security of land tenure. The land body would fulfill
three functions:

(a) define how and by whom future .·land allocation should be
conducted;

(b) determine land policy and future legislation;

(c) collaborate with and advise juridical system on land conflict
resolution.

(4) Replace private/family sector distinction with. broader classification
based on farm size and management type. to reduce unwarranted bias
toward current private sector when targeting· assistance.

•
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(5) Investigate how best to· encourage irrigation users' associations to
collaborate with SIREMO, and determine their respective roles and
responsibilities vis-a.-vis the irrigation system.

(6) Assess the danger of land fragmentation and the risk of creating large
numbers of nonviable small production units. Determine the minimum
holding size practical for production in the scheme, and prohibit
distribution of parcels below this minimum size.

(7) Consider the development of some form of marketable land use rights.
Investment in and ecological protection of the area may be highly
dependent on full and secure use rights. Current legislation presents
no major obstacles to the most important tasks of clarifying the nature
of rights being granted and giving local farmers more secure rights
over the land they have received. It does, however, present obstacles
to farmers receiving long-term, permanent, secure .land. rights and
consequently will need to be reviewed.

(8) The irrigation scheme is well designed and ·constructed, still has
significant productive capacity, and warrants limited rehabilitation.
Priorities are: (a) remove sediment and weeds from primary/secondary
canals; (b) make drainage system operational; and (c) repair control
sluices at main and secondary canal diversions.

(9) Rehabilitation must be combined with the establishment of long-term
institutional capacity (for maintenance) at both central and local
community levels.

(10) Given soil quality (heavy clay) and topography (flat surface), irrigation
needs to be carefully managed to avoid further loss of lands to salinity.

(11) Ground water levels have risen significantly. Soil salinity must be
investigated and recommendations made for improved drainage.

(12) Massive deforestation has occurred, contributing to declining rainfall.
Reforestation/tree planting initiative is required.

(13) Decentralize management· of and access to irrigation water.
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B. FINAL COMMENT: THE POLmCAL AGENDA

Chokwe is a unique case in the overall picture of land tenure and land reform issues
facing the government once the war is over. It is clear that many of the recommendations
are· specific to the particular problems and history of the area.

The existence of the regadio, with its strong centralizing institution ofthebrigada and
its successor, SIREMO, together with a well-surveyed and updated map which delineates plot
sizes and locations, has both. advantages and disadvantages over ·other areas where these
conditions may not apply. The advantages are that there are clearly defined areas being
distributed and some sort of central authority is in position which, however much it .is
weakened, is nonetheless still an ultimate reference point. The disadvantages are .involved
with trying to make a system which was designed··for one type of socioeconomic model work
effectively under a new variety which is both quite different and· poorly developed as well as
being constrained in terms of choice of alternatives given the understandable desire to make
use of the considerable investment in the region, even though it may not be the easiest or
most cost-effective solution.

However, the case does have considerable significance for the wider land issue, and
even these specific aspects contain lessons that must be heeded. In general terms, the points
to note are the following:

(a) The need for clarity on the part of the ·govemment over .what kinds of rights
are being distributed, and whether they are. permanent or not, is perhaps the
single most important lesson to.be.learned.

(b) In the absence of an institutional and technical reference point such as
SIREMO, agreement must be reached on which local-level authorities do have
legitimacy in the eyes of those claiming rights to oversee land allocations and
to resolve land disputes in all areas. of the country.

(c) Under structural adjustment and the shift to a market economy, sooner or later
land rights will have to become marketable· in some way to promote the
rational use of available resources and maximize production and incomes.

(d) In most areas, the postwar period will see a resurgence of people claiming old
land rights, which should be recognized and established through a system of
genuine local representation and by reference. to .customary structures. The
market can takeover only once this isflXed.

(e) Legislation exists now within which major uncertainties over the status of
current rights can be clarified. New legislation will be needed as the pressure
grows for areal land market, but this should be regulating, not controlling.
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(t) New legislation can recognize and protect customarily established land rights;
within an overall framework, rights can be transferred through inheritance,
sale, or· lease.

(g) New legislation can set upper limits to individual or corporate holdings and
establish progressive tax rates per area owned if government is worried about
the formation of a new landed elite. Controlling the process, however, must
be limited to strategic planning in the form of zoning areas as agricultural,
forest, reserves, and the like.

(h) To handle·these issues, an independent land authority must be·established..

These are essentially legal and technical points arising out of the Chokwe study and
having wider national relevance. Meanwhile, it is clear that dealing with them is going to
be difficult.in the current political context, and to this extent it is plain that the land question
is likely to be driven by a political rather than a technical agenda based on economic and
social. criteria.

Thus, for example, the pressure to meet demands for land from local peasants in a
region traditionally recognized as a power base for the present governing party is clearly
causing rights allocations to be over-hasty, poorly planned, and, at the end of .day,
economically counterproductive.

A second major factor is the need to reconcile a range of important interest .groups in
any postwar settlement. Critical interests include preindependence landowners and economic
groups who, it has been suggested, are. exerting considerable influence over negotiations in
Rome, and the. thousands of demobilized troops. and officers on both·sides who will need. to
be given incentives to lay down arms and take a place within the civil society.

In such a context, the fears of local people in Chokwe-that they might be in for a
another round of dispossession after having just begun to regain their land rights-seem to
be more than justified.

What this study does show, however, is that it is insufficient to say that solutions are
possible only after the fmal peace agreement and the subsequent elections. .. There is. room
now for attending to basic questions of d.efining rights, examining possible legislative
changes, and proposing new structures and responsibilities, so that when the postwar situation
does arrive, there will at least be a number.of well-thought-out proposals on the table and
some form of land allocation and dispute resolution structure in place at the local level which
has local. legitimacy.

It should also be borne in mind that old rights and laws have a habit of reasserting
themselves, and that there are already several sorts of legal rights and supporting documenta
tion in existence which are bound to playa role in any postwar situation. Simplyclarifying
what these ·are-and.. what force they have-before the next stage commences .• will help
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immeasurably those who are charged with sorting out the land question in the new, postwar
Mozambique.

Attention, therefore, must now be given to establishing the guidelines and some sort
of structure capable of at least defining the problems that are likely to arise and suggesting
ways to deal with them. If this is not achieved, then the thousands of land conflicts which
are certain to arise will be solved on the basis of hasty, ad·hoc decisions or simple economic
and political power, creating, in the long run, a social and political crisis of massive
dimensions.
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APPENDIX A

REpUBLIC OF MOZAMBIQUE,
GoVERNMENT OF GAZA PROVINCE

RESOLUTIONNR. I/GPG/91,
ON THE CHOKWEIRRIGATION SCHEME

The Government ofGaza Province, meeting in its 8th Ordinary Session on the 1st of
August, 1991, addressed the current problems of the Chokwe Irrigation ·Scheme and found
it advisable to regulate the forms of its use and exploitation and, after studying retrospectively
the irrigation scheme's performance. during the last 15 years, concluded as follows:

1.1. In 1976, as most of the settlers abandoned the Chokwe Irrigation Scheme, the land
went into the hands of the State,which led to the establishment of CAlL· and some
cooperative farms. Mozambican farmers holding plots between 2 and 4 hectares, who
cultivated under contract, also lost their land.

1.2. Now, with the State Farm Sector being reorganized, those farmers are requesting the
rights to the areas they held before, arguing that if the State (in this case, the state
farms) does not cultivate those areas, the priority of allocation belongs to them.

1.3. It needs to be stressed that as the State Farms are not able to effectively occupy all
the areas under their administration, there areindividuaIs with high positions who hold
and use large plots to the prejudice of the already spoken applicants, of new producers
who are coming up,and. even .ofdisplaced people who are resettling the District.

1.4. This problem is even worse in theConhane and Mapapa zones, where State Farms,
for financial and management .reasons, are not in a position to grow crops since the
last season [ed: 1990]. This created the conditions. for the land to be alienated to
other interested persons, with the aim of assuring grain production.

To correct the actual situation, transitory measures shall be in force until a final
decision by the Central. Government is taken· concerning the Chokwe Irrigation
Scheme. These measures must tend to benefit a growing number of landless farmers.

* CAlL is the acronym of Complexo Agro-Industrialdo Limpopo, which means Limpopo Agrarian
Industrial Complex.
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Some priorities must be drawn· for the allocation of land, the former Mozambican
farmers who previously cultivated the irrigated land under contract being on the top,
followed by the "family" farmers living in the region, the State Farm workers, and
the demobilized troops.

Taking into account what has been said above, being conscious that the. main goal in
the Chokwe Irrigation Scheme is. to keep grain production-·namely, rice produc
tion-going on, the Provincial Government proclaims.· the following transitory
measures to be. in effect from the 1991/92 crop season forward:

2.1. (a) 334 hectares out of the .850 hectares of the Mapapa State Farm shall be
allocated to the family sector, and the remaining 466 hectares, to the private
sector.

•

(b) 350 hectares out of the 1,050 hectares of the Conhane State Farm shall be
allocated to the family sector, and the remaining 650 hectares, to the private
sector.

(c) A guaranteed land area of 50 hectares shall be set aside in both State Farms
for allocation to the .war-displaced people, being lA hectare for each family.

2.2. Family and private sectors shall coexist in both farms.

(a) Zones belonging to the family and the private sectors shall not interpenetrate
one another due to technical reasons of the irrigation management. In
Mapapa, the Right 16 Embankment shall be allocated to the family sector, and
the Right 15 Embankment to the private sector.

In Conhane, the Left 12 Embankment shall be allocated to.the family sector,
and the Right 12 and the Left 13 Embankments to the private sector.

2.3. The land.shall be allocated by raffle, to avoid claims and presumption of favoritism.

2.4. Because· there are many requests, limits for allocation are fIXed as follows:

(a) To the family sector-a minimum of 2 hectares and a maximum of 4 hectares
per. family shall be allocated, according to capacities and revenues made
evident. This is meant to benefit a larger number of families and ease the
Irrigation Scheme management and technical organization.

(a. 1) The State Farm workers are considered to belong to the family or
private sectors, depending upon their situation.
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(a.2) The former Mozambican farmers who used to cultivate irrigated land
under contract shall be allocated, against the presentation of their old
leasehold certificate, land with the same area held as before, but not
necessarily the very same plot.

(b) To the private sector-a minimum of 4 hectares and a maximum of 16
hectares per farmer· shall be allocated. It is so intended to benefit a larger
number of farmers with technical and financial capacity and means of
production, benefiting from the irrigation system.

(b. 1) The farmers with the capacity to cultivate more than 16 hectares shall
be authorized to hold land out of the SIREMO·zone where they can
build their. own irrigation systems.

2.4. On duties

(a) In addition to the 100,000,00 .montais per hectare per year tax, fixed by
Ministerial Decreenr. 33/91 of 24 April 1991, to be paid directly to the
Government Finance Directorate, the users of irrigated land shall pay to
SIREMO a maintenance and services-rendered charge, to be defmed after the
real costs of exploitation are estimated and approved.

2.5. Organization-For the effectiveness of the above decisions, the following organiza
tional scheme is fixed:

(a) SIREMO shall be responsible for the management of the Irrigation Scheme and
shall capacitate and reorganize itself like the former Brigada Tecnica de
Fomento e Povoamento do Limpopo.••

(b) Land use and water supply contracts, valid for one season, shall be signed by
the·farmers and the SIREMO enterprise.

(c) SIREMO shall be responsible for the collection. of the water supply and service
charges.

* SIREMO is the acronym for Sistema do Regadio Eduardo Mondlane, which is the name of the
enterprise that manages the Chokwe irrigation scheme.

**Technical Brigade for the Promotion and Settlement of the Limpopo Region.

,.
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Other considerations

Given the eminent disappearance of the Conhane and Mapapa enterprises,and taking
into consideration the negotiations going. on about that matter, it is recommended that:

~ Given the experience accumulated during.4 years of activity in theChokwe.Irrigation
Scheme, the .>French and the Lutheran Projects shall provide the technical and
organizational framework to the producers, the French Project linked to Conhane and
the Lutherans to Mapapa, while SIREMO reorganizes itself and establishes the first
groups of irrigated land users, under the leadership of SIREMO, to do their job yet
this 1991/92 season.

~ These developments shall go along with the liquidation of the enterprises in question.

~ The farms that, in principle, continue to belong to the State shall provide, until the
10th of August, data about the areas they are· not going to use this season as well as
in the future, so that the State can fix the rules of its use .and exploitation, according
to the criteria defined in the present document.

Xai-Xai, 1st August 1991

The Provincial Governor
Eugenio Numaio
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APPENDIX B

NEXT STEPS FOR THE GoVERNMENT OF MOZAMBIQUE!
LAND TENURE CENTER RESEARCH PROJECT

(1) Legal review to (a) determine initial modifications needed in law to incorporate report
recommendations; (b) work with the new land commission to· develop a· suitable
proposal for a new land authority and conflict arbitration system; and (c) plan a
timetable toward more substantial reforms, taking into account the evolution of wider
political dimensions as peace talks progress.

(2) Carry out further studies in other areas (not necessarily ex-state farms) to test the
wider validity of the recommendations. and conclusions of this report. Special
attention should be . given the question of returning (or staying) deslocados and
refugees, and the legal (including customary} position of women in relation to land
tenure and land use.

(3) Social-anthropological study of the status of existing customary social and .power
relations to determine whether, or how, they are capable of responding to the
challenge of taking over responsibility for local-level land-allocation procedures.
Attention should be given to the question of whether these structures would encourage
the re-emergence of a new socioeconomic elite and work against longer-term needs
for equitable economic growth and development.
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GOVERNMENT OF MOZAMBIQUE

Sr. Felix Mandlate
Sr. Joao Carrilho
Dra. Concei~ao Quadros

DISTRICT OF CHOKWE

Sr. Justino
Sr. Eugenio Monsanha
Sr. Mucavela

CHILEMBENE

Sr.· Justino Salamao euna
Sr. Taelane
Sr. Chambal

CONHANE

Sr. J.M. Chambal
Sr. A.Z. Nhocumbe
Sra. M.M.A. Chioure
Sr. F.R. Macucul
Sr. J.R. Guivambo

MASSAVASSE

Sr. O. Carlos Chambal
Sr. Jose Machava
Sr. Jose Machava
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APPENDIX C

PERSONS MET

President, Institute of Rural ·Development
Former Director, Agricultural Training· Center
Legal Adviser to the Minister of Agriculture

District Director of Agriculture
Judge, District Tribunal
Director, SIREMO

Extensionist, Casa Agraria
President, Executive Council
Director, State Farm
Ex-colono, farmer

President, Executive Council
Substitute Director, State Farm
Accountant, State Farm
Mechanization technician
Zone Chief, SIREMO

Secretaria de Celula
Secretaria de Celula, and former colono
Secretaria de Celula, and former colono



Sr. Rafael Maduvajeia
Sr. Jose Lumbela Magoda
Sr. Eugenio Mujovo
Sr. Alfredo Zava Ubisse
Sr. Armando Tomas Ubisse
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Chief of Elders, and· former colono
Former colono
Secretary of Elders, and former colono
Director, State Farm

LAND TENuRE CENTER PROJECT ON LAND POLICY AND STATE· FARM DIVESTITURE

Gregory Myers
Juliet Eliseu
Eugenio Macamo

OTHER PEOPLE INTERVIEWED

Mr. Fred Bradnick
Sr. Fagilde
Mr. K.P.Ganapathity
Mr. Ian Larkins
Mr. Jean Marc Larrey
Mr. Philippe Naegel
Dra. Marguerida Martins
Sr. Pascual Remetio

ProjectDirector
Researcher
Researcher

Manager, LOMACO, Chokwe
Former manager of plant and equipment, CAlL
Assistant Manager, SEMOC, Lionde, Chokwe
Manager, SEMOC,Lionde, Chokwe
Projecto Frances,· Chokwe
Projecto ·Frances, Chokwe
Ministry ofAgriculture/University ofEduardo Mondlane
Project Coordinator, Lutheran World
Federation Project, Chokwe

•
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